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Abstract
Since the work of Mikhail Kapranov in [Kap], it is known that the shifted tangent complex
TX r´1s of a smooth algebraic variety X is endowed with a weak Lie structure. Moreover any
complex of quasi-coherent sheaves on X is endowed with a weak Lie action of this tangent Lie alge-
bra. We will generalize this result to (finite enough) derived Artin stacks, without any smoothness
assumption. This in particular applies to singular schemes. This work uses tools of both derived
algebraic geometry and 8-category theory.
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Introduction
It is a common knowledge that the shifted tangent complex TX r´1s of a nice enough geometric stack
X in characteristic zero should be endowed with a Lie structure. Moreover any quasi-coherent sheaf
on X should admits an action of the Lie algebra TX r´1s through its Atiyah class. In the article
[Kap], Mikhail Kapranov proves the existence of such a structure in (the homotopy category of) the
derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves over X , when X is a complex manifold. The Lie bracket
is there given by the Atiyah class of the tangent complex. The Lie-algebra TX r´1s should encode
the geometric structure of the formal neighbourhood of the diagonal X Ñ X ˆX . Moreover, given
a k-point of X , the pullback of the tangent Lie algebra corresponds to a formal moduli problem as
Vladimir Hinich and later Jacob Lurie studied in [Hin] and in [DAG-X]. This formal moduli problem
is the formal neighbourhood of the point at hand. Let us also mention the work of Jonathan Pridham
in [Pri].
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In this article we use the tools of derived algebraic geometry (see [TV] for a review) and the
machinery of 8-categories (as in [HTT]) to define formal stacks over a derived stack and to study the
link with Lie algebras over X . This leads to our main theorem.
Theorem 1. Let X be an algebraic derived stack locally of finite presentation over a field k of char-
acteristic zero.
• There is an 8-category dStfX of formal stacks over X and an adjunction
FX : dgLieX Õ dSt
f
X : LX
• Let ℓX denote the image of the formal completion of the diagonal of X by LX . The underlying
module of ℓX is quasi-isomorphic to the tangent complex of X shifted by ´1 (theorem 2.0.1).
• The forgetful functor
dgRepXpℓXq Ñ QcohpXq
from representations of ℓX to the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves over X admits a
colimit-preserving section
RepX : QcohpXq Ñ dgRepXpℓXq
(theorem 2.3.1). Note that RepXpTX r´1sq is nothing else than the adjoint representation of ℓX .
This result specializes to the case of a smooth algebraic variety X . It ensures TX r´1s have a
weak Lie structure in the derived category of complexes of quasi-coherent sheaves over X . Another
consequence is a weak action of TX r´1s over any complex of quasi-coherent sheaves over X , in the
sense of [Kap]. Let us also emphasize that the adjunction of the first item is usually not an equivalence.
It is when the base X is affine and noetherian.
In the first part of this article, we build an adjunction between formal stacks and dg-Lie algebras
when the base is a commutative differential graded algebra A over a field of characteristic zero. In the
second part, we define some notion of formal stacks over any derived stack X . Gluing the adjunction
of part 1, we obtain an adjunction between formal stacks over X and quasi-coherent Lie algebras over
X . We then prove the existence of the Lie structure ℓX on TX r´1s. The last pages deal with the
action of ℓX on any quasi-coherent sheaf over X , and compare this action with the Atiyah class.
The author is grateful to Bertrand Toën, Damien Calaque and to Marco Robalo for the many
interesting discussions we had about this article. He would also like to thank Mathieu Anel and
Dimitri Ara.
A bit of conventions. Throughout this article k will be a field of characteristic zero. Let us also
fix two universes U P V. Every dg-module, algebra or so will be assumed U-small. We will use the
toolbox about 8-categories from [HTT]. We will borrow a bunch of notations from loc. cit. : let
CatU8 denote the p8, 1q-category of U-small p8, 1q-categories ; let Pr
L,U
8 denote the p8, 1q-category of
U-presentable (hence V-small) p8, 1q-categories with left adjoint functors as morphisms. Every time
a category is presentable, it will implicitly mean U-presentable. Given A P cdgaď0k , we will use the
following notations
• The p8, 1q-category dgModA of (unbounded) dg-modules over A ;
• The p8, 1q-category cdgaA of (unbounded) commutative dg-algebras over A ;
• The p8, 1q-category cdgaď0A of commutative dg-algebras over A cohomologically concentrated
in non positive degree ;
• The p8, 1q-category dgAlgA of (neither bounded nor commutative) dg-algebras over A ;
• The p8, 1q-category dgLieA of (unbounded) dg-Lie algebras over A.
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Each one of those p8, 1q-categories appears as the underlying p8, 1q-category of a model category.
We will denote by dgModA, cdgaA, cdga
ď0
A , dgAlgA and dgLieA the model categories. To any p8, 1q-
category C with finite coproducts, we will associate PΣpCq, the p8, 1q-category of free sifted colimits
in C – see [HTT, 5.5.8.8]. Recall that it is the category of functors Cop Ñ sSets which preserve finite
products.
We will also make use of the theory of symmetric monoidal p8, 1q-categories as developed in
[HAlg]. Let us give a (very) quick review of those objects.
Definition 0.0.1. Let Fin˚ denote the category of pointed finite sets. For any n P N, we will denote
by xny the set t˚, 1, . . . , nu pointed at ˚. For any n and i ď n, the Kronecker map δi : xny Ñ x1y is
defined by δipjq “ 1 if j “ i and δipjq “ ˚ otherwise.
Definition 0.0.2. (see [HAlg, 2.0.0.7]) Let C be an p8, 1q-category. A symmetric monoidal structure
on C is the datum of a coCartesian fibration p : Cb Ñ Fin˚ such that
• The fibre category Cbx1y is equivalent to C and
• For any n, the Kronecker maps induce an equivalence Cbxny Ñ pC
b
x1yq
n » Cn.
where Cbxny denote the fibre of p at xny. We will denote by Cat
b,V
8 the p8, 1q-category of V-small
symmetric monoidal p8, 1q-categories – see [HAlg, 2.1.4.13].
Such a coCartesian fibration is classified by a functor φ : Fin˚ Ñ CatV8 – see [HTT, 3.3.2.2] – such
that φpxnyq » Cn. The tensor product on C is induced by the map of pointed finite sets µ : x2y Ñ x1y
mapping both 1 and 2 to 1
b “ φpµq : C2 Ñ C
1 Lie algebras and formal stacks over a cdga
In this part we will mimic a construction found in Lurie’s [DAG-X]
Theorem 1.0.1 (Lurie). Let k be a field of characteristic zero. There is an adjunction of p8, 1q-
categories:
Ck : dgLiek Õ
´
cdgak{k
¯op
: Dk
Whenever L is a dg-Lie algebra:
(i) If L is freely generated by a dg-module V then the algebra CkpLq is equivalent to the trivial square
zero extension k ‘ V _r´1s – see [DAG-X, 2.2.7].
(ii) If L is concentrated in positive degree and every vector space Ln is finite dimensional, then the
adjunction morphism LÑ Dk Ck L is an equivalence – see [DAG-X, 2.3.5].
The goal is to extend this result to more general basis, namely a commutative dg-algebra over k
concentrated in non positive degree. The existence of the adjunction and the point (i) will be proved
over any basis, the analog of point (ii) will need the base dg-algebra to be noetherian.
Throughout this section, A will be a commutative dg-algebra concentrated in non-positive degree
over the base field k (still of characteristic zero).
1.1 Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt over a cdga in characteristic zero
In this first part, we prove the PBW-theorem over a cdga of characteristic 0. The proof is a simple
generalisation of that of Paul M. Cohn over a algebra in characteristic 0 – see [Coh, theorem 2].
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Theorem 1.1.1. Let A be a commutative dg-algebra over a field k of characteristic zero. For any
dg-Lie algebra L over A, there is a natural isomorphism of A-dg-modules
SymA LÑ UA L
Proof. Recall that UA L can be endowed with a bialgebra structure such that an element of L is
primitive in UA L. The morphism L Ñ UA L therefore induces a morphism of dg-bialgebras TA L Ñ
UA L which can be composed with the symmetrization map SymA LÑ TA L given by
x1 b . . .b xn ÞÑ
1
n!
ÿ
σ
εpσ, x¯qxσp1q b . . .b xσpnq
where σ varies in the permutation group Sn and where εp´, x¯q is a group morphism Sn Ñ t´1,`1u
determined by the value on the permutations pi jq
εppi jq, x¯q “ p´1q|xi||xj |
We finally get a morphism of A-dg-coalgebras φ : SymA L Ñ UA L. Let us take n ě 1 and let us
assume that the image of φ contains Uďn´1A L. The image of a symmetric tensor
x1
s
b . . .
s
b xn
by φ is the class «
1
n!
ÿ
σ
εpσ, x¯qxσp1q b . . .b xσpnq
ff
which can be rewritten «
x1 b . . .b xn `
ÿ
α
˘
1
n!
yα1 b . . .b y
α
n´1
ff
where yαi is either some of the xj ’s or some bracket rxj , xks. This implies that U
ďn
A L is in the image
of φ and we therefore show recursively that φ is surjective (the filtration of UA L is exhaustive).
There is moreover a section
UA LÑ SymA L
for which a formula is given in [Coh] and which concludes the proof.
1.2 Algebraic theory of dg-Lie algebras
Let us consider the adjunction FreeA : dgLieA Õ dgModA : ForgetA of p8, 1q-categories.
Definition 1.2.1. Let dgModf,ft,ě1A denote the full sub-category of dgModA spanned by the free
dg-modules of finite type whose generators are in positive degree. An object of dgModf,ft,ě1A is thus
(equivalent to) the dg-module
nà
i“1
Api r´is
for some n ě 1 and some family pp1, . . . , pnq of non negative integers.
Let dgLief,ft,ě1A denote the essential image of dgMod
f,ft,ě1
A in dgLieA by the functor Free.
Let us recall that PΣpCq stands for the sifted completion of a category C with finite coproducts.
It is equivalent to the category of functors Cop Ñ sSets mapping finite coproducts to products. If C
is pointed, we will denote by PstΣpCq the full subcategory of PΣpCq spanned by those functors f which
also map suspensions which exist in C to loop spaces:
f
´
0 >
c
0
¯
» ˚ ˆ
fpcq
˚
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Proposition 1.2.2. The Yoneda functors
dgModA Ñ P
st
ΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q
dgLieA Ñ P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q
are equivalences.
Remark 1.2.3. The above proposition implies that every dg-Lie algebra is colimit of a sifted diagram
of objects in dgLief,ft,ě1A .
Proof. Let us denote by C the category dgModA and C0 “ dgMod
f,ft,ě1
A . We consider the set S of
the canonical maps colimpNervep0 Ñ Eqq Ñ E in PΣpC0q, where E varies in C0. Let us define D as
the full subcategory of PΣpC0q spanned by S-local objects. By construction, the category D is exactly
P
st
ΣpC0q.
It then follows from [HTT, 5.5.7.3] that D is compactly generated and that any compact object
x is obtained as a sifted colimit of objects in
C
ďn
0 “ tA
pr´is, p P N, 1 ď i ď nu Ă C0
for some n (depending on x).
We now consider the natural adjunction g : D Õ C : f where f is the Yoneda embedding followed
by the restriction to C0. The functor f is obviously conservative (as we can functorially retrieve the
cohomology groups of a dg-module M out of fpMq). Let us hence prove that g is fully faithful. To
do so, we fix an object F P D and study the adjunction map F Ñ fgF . Since both f and g preserve
filtered colimits and since D is compactly generated, we may assume that F is compact. In particular,
the functor F is determined by its restriction to Cďn0 for some n. Moreover the image fgF is also
determined by its restriction to Cďn0 (this follows from the fact that gF is bounded above) for some
n. We can hence test for any E P Cďn0 :
F pEq “ colim
NÑF
MapCpE,Nq »MapCpE, colimNq “ MapCpE, gF q “ fgF pEq
where N P Cďn0 . This concludes the case of dgModA.
The forgetful functor ForgetA : dgLieA Ñ dgModA is by definition conservative. Moreover, the
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 1.1.1 implies that ForgetA is a retract of the composite functor
dgLieA
UA // dgAlgA
// dgModA
Since the latter preserves sifted colimits (the functor UA is a left adjoint and then use [HAlg, 3.2.3.1]),
so does ForgetA. We deduce using the Barr-Beck theorem (see [HAlg, 6.2.0.6]) that ForgetA is monadic.
Every dg-Lie algebra can thus be obtained as a colimit of a simplicial diagram with values in the
p8, 1q-category of free dg-Lie algebras (see [HAlg, 6.2.2.12]). We then deduce the result from what
precedes.
Remark 1.2.4. The equivalence dgModA » P
st
ΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q is given by the Yoneda embedding. It
follows that for any n, the shift functor rns : dgModA Ñ dgModA corresponds to the composition
with the left adjoint r´ns to rns
r´ns˚ : PstΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q Ñ P
st
ΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q
As another example, the forgetful functor dgLieA Ñ dgModA is given by the composition with
FreeA and the following diagram commutes
dgLieA
ForgetA

»
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q
Free˚A

dgModA
»
P
st
ΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q
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Remark 1.2.5. Whenever A Ñ B is a morphism in cdgaď0k , the following square of p8, 1q-categories
commutes:
dgLieA
„
BbA´

P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q
pBbA´q!

dgLieB
„
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
B q
The following proposition actually proves that this comes from a natural transformation between
functors cdgaď0k Ñ Cat8.
Proposition 1.2.6. There are p8, 1q-categories
ş
dgLie and
ş
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q, each endowed with
a coCartesian fibration to cdgaď0k , respectively representing the functors A ÞÑ dgLieA and A ÞÑ
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q. There is an equivalence over cdga
ď0
k :ş
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q
„ //
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
ş
dgLie
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
cdgaď0k
This induces an equivalence of functors cdgaď0k Ñ Pr
L,U
8 which moreover descend to a natural trans-
formation
cdgaď0k
))
66
„

PrL,U8
Remark 1.2.7. This proposition establishes an equivalence of functors cdgaď0k Ñ Pr
L,U
8 between
A ÞÑ dgLieA and A ÞÑ P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q.
Proof. Let us define
ş
dgLie as the following category.
• An object is couple pA,Lq where A P cdgaď0k and L P dgLieA.
• A morphism pA,Lq Ñ pB,L1q is a morphism A Ñ B and a morphism of A-dg-Lie algebras
LÑ L1
It comes with a natural functor π :
ş
dgLieÑ cdgaď0k . For any morphism AÑ B P cdga
ď0
k , there is a
strict base change functor ´bA B : dgLieA Ñ dgLieB, left adjoint to the forgetful functor. It follows
that π is a coCartesian fibration. Let us call a quasi-isomorphism in
ş
dgLie any map pA,Lq Ñ pB,L1q
of which the underlying map AÑ B is an identity and the map LÑ L1 is a quasi-isomorphism. We
define
ş
dgLie to be the p8, 1q-categorical localization of
ş
dgLie along quasi-isomorphisms. Using
[DAG-X, 2.4.19], we get a coCartesian fibration of p8, 1q-categories p :
ş
dgLieÑ cdgaď0k .
This coCartesian fibration p defines a functor dgLie : cdgaď0k Ñ Cat
V
8 mapping a cdga A to
dgLieA and a morphism A Ñ B to the corresponding (derived) base change functor. It comes with
a subfunctor
dgLief,ft,ě1 : cdgaď0k Ñ Cat
U
8
Let us denote by PstΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q its composite functor with
P
st
Σ : Cat
U
8 Ñ Cat
V
8
Let us denote by
ş
dgLie
f,ft,ě1 Ñ cdgaď0k the coCartesian fibration given by the functor dgLie
f,ft,ě1
and by
ş
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q that classified by PstΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q.
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We get a diagram ş
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q
ş
dgLief,ft,ě1
ş
dgLie
cdgaď0k
G
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
F
ww♦ ♦
♦
♦
F0
oo
✱✱
✱✱
✱
✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
The functor F0 has a relative left Kan extension F alongG (see [HTT, 4.3.2.14]). From proposition 1.2.2
we get that F is a fibrewise equivalence. It now suffices to prove that F preserves coCartesian mor-
phisms. This is a consequence of remark 1.2.5. We get the announced equivalence of functors
cdgaď0k
))
66
„

PrL,U8
We now observe that both the involved functors map quasi-isomorphisms of cdgaď0k to equivalences
of categories. It follows that this natural transformation factors through the localisation cdgaď0k of
cdgaď0k .
Remark 1.2.8. In the above proof, we used a general method we will use again later on. Starting with
a coCartesian fibration of strict categories C Ñ D, we want to localise it along some classes of weak
equivalences W and W 1. The goal is to get a relevant functor
D “ DrW 1s Ñ CatV8
under the right assumptions. For any object d P D, assume we are given a set of weak equivalencesWd
in the fibre Cd such that for any dÑ d
1, the induced functor Cd Ñ Cd1 preserves weak equivalences.
Using [DAG-X, 2.4.19], we localise C along W “
Ť
Wd and get a coCartesian fibration of p8, 1q-
categories
C “ CrW´1s Ñ D
This fibration is classified by a functor F : D Ñ CatV8, mapping d P D to Cd » CdrW
´1
d s. If D has
a class of weak equivalence W 1 and if F maps morphisms in W 1 to equivalences of p8, 1q-categories,
we get the announced functor D “ DrW 1s Ñ CatV8 This procedure will be used extensively in the
second part of this work.
1.3 Almost finite cellular objects
Let A be a commutative dg-algebra over k.
Definition 1.3.1. Let M be an A-dg-module.
• We will denote by McpMq the mapping cone of the identity of M .
• We will say that M is an almost finite cellular object if there is a diagram
0Ñ Ap0 “M0 ÑM1 Ñ . . .
whose colimit is M and such that for any n, the morphism Mn ÑMn`1 fits into a cocartesian
diagram
Apn`1rns //

Mn

McpApn`1 rnsq // Mn`1
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Remark 1.3.2. We choose here to use an explicit model, so that any almost finite cellular object is
cofibrant (see lemma below). This will allow us to compute explicitly the dual of an almost finite
cellular object (see the proof of lemma 1.4.12). The definition above states that a dg-module M is an
almost finite cellular object if it is obtained from 0 by gluing a finite number of cells in each degree
(although the total number of cells is not necessarily finite).
Lemma 1.3.3. Let φ : M Ñ N be a morphism of A-dg-modules.
• If M is an almost finite cellular object then it is cofibrant.
• Assume bothM and N are almost finite cellular objects. The morphism φ is a quasi-isomorphism
if and only if for any field l and any morphism A Ñ l the induced map φk : M bA l Ñ N bA l
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 1.3.4. The second point in the above lemma is an analogue to the usual Nakayama lemma.
Proof. Assume M is an almost finite cellular object. Let us consider a diagram M Ñ QÐ P where
the map P Ñ Q is a trivial fibration. Each morphism Mn ÑMn`1 is a cofibration and there thus is
a compatible family of lifts pMn Ñ P q. This gives us a lift M Ñ P . The A-dg-module M is cofibrant.
Let now φ be a morphism M Ñ N between almost finite cellular objects and that the morphism
φl is a quasi-isomorphism for any field l under A. Replacing M with the cone of φ (which is also an
almost finite cellular object) we may assume that N is trivial. Notice first that an almost finite cellular
object is concentrated in non positive degree. Notice also that for any n the truncation morphism
αě´n : Mě´nn`1 ÑM
ě´n is a quasi-isomorphism. We then have
0 » Hj
ˆ
M b
A
l
˙
» Hj
ˆ
Mn b
A
l
˙
whenever ´n ă j ď 0 and for any AÑ l. Since HjpMn bA lq » 0 if j ď ´n´ 2 the A-dg-module Mn
is perfect and of amplitude r´n´ 1,´ns. This implies the existence of two projective modules P and
Q (ie retracts of some power of A) fitting in a cofibre sequence (see [TV])
P rns ÑMn Ñ Qrn` 1s
The dg-module Mn is then cohomologically concentrated in degree s ´ 8,´ns, and so is M . This
being true for any n we deduce that M is contractible.
The next lemma requires the base A P cdgaď0k to be noetherian. Recall that A is noetherian if
H0pAq is noetherian and if H´npAq is trivial when n is big enough and of finite type over H0pAq for
any n. Note that since A P cdgaď0k , we always have H
npAq “ 0 for n ą 0.
Lemma 1.3.5. Assume A is noetherian. If B is an object of cdgaď0A {A such that:
• The H0pAq-algebra H0pBq is finitely presented,
• For any n ě 1 the H0pBq-module H´npBq is of finite type,
then the A-dg-module LB{A bB A is an almost finite cellular object.
Remark 1.3.6. The lemma above is closely related to [HAlg, 8.4.3.18].
Proof. Because the functor pAÑ B Ñ Aq ÞÑ LB{A bB A preserves colimits, it suffices to prove that
B is an almost finite cellular object in cdgaď0A {A. This means we have to build a diagram
B0 Ñ B1 Ñ . . .
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whose colimit is equivalent to B and such that for any n ě 1 the morphism Bn´1 Ñ Bn fits into a
cocartesian diagram
ArRn´11 , . . . , R
n´1
q s
dR
n´1
i “0 //
Ri ÞÑdUi

Bn´1

ArUn1 , . . . , U
n
q , X
n
1 , . . . , X
n
p s
dXnj “0 // Bn
where Rn´1i is a variable in degree ´pn´ 1q and X
n
j and U
n
i are variables in degree ´n.
We build such a diagram recursively. Let
H0pBq – H0pAqrX01 , . . . , X
0
p0
s{pR01, . . . , R
0
q0
q
be a presentation of H0pBq as a H0pAq-algebra. Let B0 be ArX
0
1 , . . . , X
0
p0
s equipped with a morphism
φ0 : B0 Ñ B given by a choice of coset representatives of X
0
1 , . . . , X
0
p0
in B. The induced morphism
H0pB0q Ñ H
0pBq is surjective and its kernel is of finite type (as a H0pAq-module).
Let n ě 1. Assume φn´1 : Bn´1 Ñ B has been defined and satisfies the properties:
• If n “ 1 then the induced morphism of H0pAq-modules H0pB0q Ñ H
0pBq is surjective and its
kernel K0 is a H
0pAq-module of finite type.
• If n ě 2, then the morphism φn´1 induces isomorphisms H
´ipBn´1q Ñ H
´ipBq of H0pAq-
modules if i “ 0 and of H0pBq-modules for 1 ď i ď n´ 2.
• If n ě 2 then the induced morphism of H0pBq-modules H´n`1pBn´1q Ñ H
´n`1pBq is surjective
and its kernel Kn´1 is a H
0pBq-module of finite type.
Let n ě 1. Let Xn1 , . . . , X
n
p be generators of H
´npBq as a H0pBq-module and Rn´11 , . . . , R
n´1
q be
generators of Kn´1. Let Bn be the pushout:
ArRn´11 , . . . , R
n´1
q s
dR
n´1
i “0 //
Ri ÞÑdUi

Bn´1

ArUn1 , . . . , U
n
q , X
n
1 , . . . , X
n
p s
dXnk“0 // Bn
Let rn´11 , . . . , r
n´1
q be the images of R
n´1
1 , . . . , R
n´1
q (respectively) by the composite morphism
ArRn´11 , . . . , R
n´1
q s
dR
n´1
i “0 Ñ Bn´1 Ñ B
There exist un1 , . . . , u
n
q P B such that du
n
i “ r
n´1
i for all i. Those u
n
1 , . . . , u
n
q together with a choice of
coset representatives of Xn1 , . . . , X
n
p in B induce a morphism
ArUn1 , . . . , U
n
q , X
n
1 , . . . , X
n
p s
dXnk“0 Ñ B
which induces a morphism φn : Bn Ñ B.
If n “ 1 then a quick computation proves the isomorphism of H0pAq-modules
H0pB1q – H
0pB0q{pR01, . . . , R
0
qq
– H0pBq
If n ě 2 then the truncated morphism Bě2´nn
„
Ñ Bě2´nn´1 is a quasi-isomorphism and the induced
morphisms H´ipBnq
»
Ñ H´ipBq are thus isomorphisms of H0pBq-modules for i ď n´2. We then
get the isomorphism of H0pBq-modules
H´n`1pBnq – H
´n`1pBn´1q{pRn´11 , . . . , R
n´1
q q
– H´n`1pBq
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The natural morphism θ : H´npBnq Ñ H
´npBq is surjective. The H0pBq-module H´npBnq is of finite
type and because H0pBq is noetherian, the kernel Kn of θ is also of finite type. The recursivity is
proven and it now follows that the morphism colimnBn Ñ B is a quasi-isomorphism.
Definition 1.3.7. Let L be a dg-Lie algebra over A.
• We will say that L is very good if there exists a finite sequence
0 “ L0 Ñ L1 Ñ . . .Ñ Ln “ L
such that each morphism Li Ñ Li`1 fits into a cocartesian square
FreepAr´pisq //

Li

FreepMcpAr´pisqq // Li`1
where pi ě 2.
• We will say that L is good if it is quasi-isomorphic to a very good dg-Lie algebra.
• We will say that L is almost finite if it is cofibrant and if its underlying graded module is
isomorphic to à
iě1
Ani r´is
Remark 1.3.8. The notions of almost finite dg-Lie algebras and of almost finite cellular objects are
closely related. We will see in the proof of lemma 1.4.12 that the dual L_ of an almost finite dg-Lie
algebra is an almost finite cellular dg-module.
Lemma 1.3.9. The following assertions are true.
• Any very good dg-Lie algebra is almost finite.
• The underlying dg-module of a cofibrant dg-Lie algebra is cofibrant.
Proof. Any free dg-Lie algebra generated by some Ar´ps with p ě 2 is almost finite (it is actually
obtained by base change from an almost finite dg-Lie algebra on k). Considering a pushout diagram
FreepAr´psq //

L

FreepMcpAr´psqq // L1
Whenever L is almost finite, so is L1. This proves the first item.
Let now L be a dg-Lie algebra over A. There is a morphism of dg-modules L Ñ UA L. The
Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt theorem states that the dg-module UA L is isomorphic to SymA L. There is
therefore a retract UA LÑ L of the universal morphism LÑ UA L. The functor UA : dgLieA Ñ dgAlgA
preserves cofibrant objects and using a result of [SS], so does the forgetful functor dgAlgA Ñ dgModA.
We therefore deduce that if L is cofibrant in dgLieA it is also cofibrant in dgModA.
Definition 1.3.10. Let dgLiegoodA denote the sub-p8, 1q-category of dgLieA spanned by good dg-Lie
algebras.
Remark 1.3.11. We naturally have an inclusion dgLief,ft,ě1A Ñ dgLie
good
A .
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1.4 Homology and cohomology of dg-Lie algebras
The content of this section can be found in [DAG-X] when the base is a field. Proofs are simple
avatars of Lurie’s on a more general base A. Let then A be a commutative dg-algebra concentrated
in non-positive degree over a field k of characteristic zero.
Definition 1.4.1. Let Arηs denote the (contractible) commutative A-dg-algebra generated by one
element η of degree -1 such that η2 “ 0 and dη “ 1. For any A-dg-Lie algebra L, the tensor product
Arηs bA L is still an A-dg-Lie algebra and we can thus define the homological Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex of L:
HApLq “ UA
ˆ
Arηs b
A
L
˙
b
UA L
A
where UA : dgLieA Ñ dgAlgA is the functor sending a Lie algebra to its enveloping algebra. This
construction defines a strict functor:
HA : dgLieA Ñ
A{dgModA
Remark 1.4.2. The complex HApLq is isomorphic as a graded module to SymApLr1sq, the symmetric
algebra built on Lr1s. The differentials do not coincide though. The one on HApLq is given on
homogenous objects by the following formula:
dpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnq “
ÿ
iăj
p´1qTijη.rxi, xjs b η.x1 b . . .byη.xi b . . .b yη.xj b . . .b η.xn
´
ÿ
i
p´1qSiη.x1 b . . .b η.dpxiq b . . .b η.xn
where η.x denotes the point in Lr1s corresponding to x P L.
Si “ i´ 1` |x1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |xi´1|
Tij “ p|xi| ´ 1qSi ` p|xj | ´ 1qSj ` p|xi| ´ 1qp|xj | ´ 1q
The coalgebra structure on SymApLr1sq is compatible with this differential and the isomorphism above
induces a coalgebra structure on HApLq given for x P L homogenous by:
∆pη.xq “ η.xb 1` 1b η.x
Proposition 1.4.3. The functor HA preserves quasi-isomorphisms. It induces a functor between the
corresponding p8, 1q-categories, which we will denote the same way:
HA : dgLieA Ñ
A{dgModA
Proof. Let L Ñ L1 be a quasi-isomorphism of A-dg-Lie algebras. Both HApLq and HApL
1q are
endowed with a natural filtration denoted HďnA pLq (resp L
1) induced by the canonical filtration of
SymApLr1sq. Because quasi-isomorphisms are stable by filtered colimits, it is enough to prove that
each morphism HďnA pLq Ñ H
ďn
A pL
1q is a quasi-isomorphism. The case n “ 0 is trivial. Let us assume
Hďn´1A pLq Ñ H
ďn´1
A pL
1q to be a quasi-isomorphism. There are short exact sequences:
0 // Hďn´1A pLq
//

HďnA pLq
//

SymnApLr1sq
//
θ

0
0 // Hďn´1A pL
1q // HďnA pL
1q // SymnApL
1r1sq // 0
The base dg-algebra A is of characteristic zero and the morphism θ is thus a retract of the quasi-
isomorphism Lr1sbn Ñ L1r1sbn (where the tensor product is taken over A).
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Proposition 1.4.4. Let AÑ B be a morphism in cdgaď0k . The following square is commutative:
dgLieA
BbA´

HA // A{dgModA
BbA´

dgLieB
HB // B{dgModB
Proof. This follows directly from the definition.
Corollary 1.4.5. Let L be in dgLieA freely generated by some free dg-module M . The homological
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex HApLq of L is quasi-isomorphic to the pointed dg-module AÑ A‘M r1s.
Proof. This a consequence of the previous proposition and the corresponding result over a field in
Lurie’s theorem 1.0.1.
Definition 1.4.6. Let L be an object of dgLieA. We define the cohomological Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex of L as the dual of its homological:
CApLq “ HApLq
_
“ HomApHApLq, Aq
It is equipped with a commutative algebra structure (see remark 1.4.2). This defines a functor:
CA : dgLieA Ñ
´
cdgaA{A
¯op
between p8, 1q-categories.
Remark 1.4.7. The Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology of an object L of dgLief,ft,ě1A is concentrated
in non positive degree. It indeed suffices to dualise the quasi-isomorphism from corollary 1.4.5. The
following proposition proves the cohomology of a good dg-Lie algebra is also concentrated in non-
positive degree.
Proposition 1.4.8. The functor CA of p8, 1q-categories maps colimit diagrams in dgLieA to limit
diagrams of cdgaA{A.
Proof (sketch of a). For a complete proof, the author refers to the proof of proposition 2.2.12 in
[DAG-X]. We will only transcript here the main arguments.
A commutative A-dg-algebra B is the limit of a diagram Bα if and only if the underlying dg-
module is the limit of the underlying diagram of dg-modules. It is thus enough to consider the
composite 8-functor dgLieA Ñ
`
cdgaA{A
˘op
Ñ
`
dgModA{A
˘op
. This functor is equivalent to
pHAp´qq
_
. It is then enough to prove HA : dgLieA Ñ A{dgModA to preserve colimits.
To do so, we will first focus on the case of sifted colimits, which need only to be preserved by the
composite functor dgLieA Ñ A{dgModA Ñ dgModA. This last functor is the (filtered) colimits
of the functors HďnA as introduced in the proof of proposition 1.4.3. We now have to prove that
HďnA : dgLieA Ñ dgModA preserves sifted colimits, for any n. There is a fiber sequence
Hďn´1A Ñ H
ďn
A Ñ Sym
n
App´qr1sq
The functor SymApp´qr1sq preserves sifted colimits in characteristic zero and an inductive process
proves that HA preserves sifted colimits too.
We now have to treat the case of finite coproducts. The initial object is obviously preserved.
Let L “ L1 > L2 be a coproduct of dg-Lie algebras. We proved in remark 1.2.3 that L1 an L2 can be
written as sifted colimits of objects of dgLief,ft,ě1A . It is thus enough to prove that HA preserve the
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coproduct L “ L1 >L2 when L1 and L2 (and thus L too) are in dgLief,ft,ě1A . This corresponds to the
following cocartesian diagram
A //

A‘M 1r1s

A‘M2r1s // A‘ pM 1 ‘M2qr1s
where M 1 and M2 are objects of dgModf,ft,ě1A generating L
1 and L2 respectively.
Definition 1.4.9. The colimit-preserving functor CA between presentable p8, 1q-categories admits a
right adjoint which we will denote by DA.
Lemma 1.4.10. Let B Ñ A be a morphism of cdgaď0k . The following diagram of p8, 1q-categories
commutes:
dgLie
good
B
CB //
AbB´

`
cdgaď0B {B
˘op
AbB´

dgLie
good
A
CA //
`
cdga
ď0
A {A
˘op
Proof. The proposition 1.4.4 gives birth to a natural transformation A bB CBp´q Ñ CApA bB ´q.
Let L P dgLiegoodB . The B-dg-module CApAbB Lq is equivalent to
CA
ˆ
Ab
B
L
˙
» HomBpHBpLq, Aq
We thus study the natural morphism
φL : Ab
B
CBpLq Ñ HomBpHBpLq, Aq
Let us consider the case of the free dg-Lie algebra L “ FreepBr´psq with p ě 1. If B is the base
field k then HkpLq is perfect (corollary 1.4.5) and the morphism φL is an equivalence. If B is any
k-dg-algebra then L is equivalent to B bk Freepkr´psq and we conclude using proposition 1.4.4 that
φL is an equivalence.
To prove the general case of any good dg-Lie algebra it is now enough to ensure that if L1 Ð
L0 Ñ L2 is a diagram of good dg-Lie algebras such that φL1 , φL0 and φL2 are equivalences then so is
φL, with L “ L1 >L0 L2. Using proposition 1.4.8, we see it can be tested in dgModA in which tensor
product and fibre product commute.
Corollary 1.4.11. The composite functor CA FreeA : dgModA Ñ dgLieA Ñ
`
cdgaA{A
˘op
is equiv-
alent to the functor M Ñ A‘M_r´1s.
Proof. The p8, 1q-category dgModA is generated under (sifted) colimits by dgMod
f,ft,ě1
A . The
functors at hand coincide on dgModf,ft,ě1A and both preserve colimits.
Lemma 1.4.12. Assume A is noetherian. Let L be a good dg-Lie algebra over A. Recall DA from
definition 1.4.9. The adjunction unit LÑ DA CA L is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Let us first proves that the morphism at hand is equivalent, as a morphism of dg-modules,
to the natural morphism LÑ L__. The composite functor ForgetADA :
`
cdgaA{A
˘op
Ñ dgLieA Ñ
dgModA is right adjoint to CA FreeA. Using corollary 1.4.11, we see that ForgetADA is right adjoint
to the composite functor
dgModA
p´q_r´1s// dgModopA
A‘´ //
`
cdgaA{A
˘op
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The functor p´q
_
r´1s admits a right adjoint, namely p´r1sq
_
while A ‘ ´ is left adjoint (beware of
the op’s) to
pAÑ B Ñ Aq ÞÑ Ab
B
LB{A
It follows that ForgetADA is equivalent to the functor :
pAÑ B Ñ Aq ÞÑ
ˆ
Ab
B
LB{Ar1s
˙_
The adjunction unit LÑ DA CA L is thus dual to a map
f : LCA L{A b
CA L
AÑ L_r´1s
As soon as L is good and A noetherian, the complex CA L satisfies the finiteness conditions of
lemma 1.3.5. We can safely assume that L is very good. Because L is almost finite (as a dg-Lie
algebra), there is a family pniq of integers and an isomorphism of graded modules
L “
à
iě1
Ani r´is
The dual L_ of L can be computed naively (since the underlying dg-module of L is cofibrant). The
dual L_ is then isomorphic to
ś
iě1A
ni ris with an extra differential. Because A in concentrated in
non positive degree, only a finite number of terms contribute to a fixed degree in this product. The
dual L_ is hence equivalent to
À
iě1A
ni ris (with the extra differential). The dg-module L_r´1s is
hence an almost finite cellular object. Both domain and codomain of the morphism f are thus almost
finite cellular A-dg-modules. It is then enough to consider f bA l for any field l and any morphism
AÑ l
f b
A
l :
`
LCApLq{A bA
˘
b
A
l Ñ pLb lq_r´1s
The lemma 1.4.10 gives us the equivalence CApLq bA l » ClpLbA lq and the morphism f bA l is thus
equivalent to the morphism
LClpLbAlq{l b l Ñ pLb lq
_r´1s
This case is equivalent to Lurie’s result 1.0.1 (ii). We get that f is an equivalence and that the
adjunction morphism LÑ DA CA L is equivalent to the canonical map LÑ L
__.
We now prove that LÑ L__ is an equivalence. We saw above the equivalence L_ »
À
iě1A
ni ris.
The natural morphism LÑ L__ therefore corresponds to the morphismà
iě1
Ani r´is Ñ
ź
iě1
Ani r´is
Since A is noetherian, it is cohomologically bounded. Once more, only a finite number of terms
actually contribute to a fixed degree and the map above is a quasi-isomorphism.
Remark 1.4.13. The base dg-algebra A needs to be cohomologically bounded for that lemma to be
true. Taking H0pAq noetherian and L “ FreepA2r´1sq, the adjunction morphism is equivalent to
LÑ L__
which is not a quasi-isomorphism if A is not cohomologically bounded.
1.5 Formal stack over a dg-algebra
Throughout this section A will denote an object of cdgaď0k .
Definition 1.5.1. Let dgExtA denote the full sub-category of cdga
ď0
A {A spanned be the trivial
square zero extensions A ‘ M , where M is a free A-dg-module of finite type concentrated in non
positive degree.
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Definition 1.5.2. A formal stack over A is a functor dgExtA Ñ sSets preserving finite products
and loop spaces. We will denote by dStfA the p8, 1q-category of such formal stacks:
dStfA “ P
st
ΣpdgExt
op
A q
Remark 1.5.3. The p8, 1q-category dStfA is U-presentable.
Let A P cdgaď0k . For any formal stack X over A we can consider the functor´
dgMod
f,ft,ě1
A
¯op
Ñ sSets
M ÞÑXpA‘M_q
From X being a formal stack, the functor above belong to PstΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q and is hence (see
proposition 1.2.2) represented by an A-dg-module: the tangent of X at its canonical point.
Definition 1.5.4. Let A P cdgaď0k and let S “ SpecA. The tangent complex of a formal stack X
over A at the canonical point x is the A-dg-module TX{S,x representing the product-preserving functor
M ÞÑ XpA‘M_q
Remark 1.5.5. We will link this tangent with the usual tangent of derived Artin stacks in remark 2.2.9.
Proposition 1.5.6. Let A be in cdgaď0k and let S “ SpecA. There is an adjunction
FA : dgLieA Õ dSt
f
A : LA
such that
• The functor ForgetA LA : dSt
f
A Ñ dgLieA Ñ dgModA is equivalent to the functor X ÞÑ
TX{S,xr´1s where TX{S,x is the tangent complex of X over S at the natural point x of X.
• The functor LA is conservative. Its restriction to dgExt
op
A is canonically equivalent to DA.
• If moreover A is noetherian then the functors LA and FA are equivalences of p8, 1q-categories.
Definition 1.5.7. Let X be a formal stack over A. The Lie algebra LAX will be called the tangent
Lie algebra of X (over A).
Proof (of proposition 1.5.6). Let us prove the first item. The functor CA restricts to a functor
CA : dgLie
f,ft,ě1
A Ñ dgExt
op
A
which composed with the Yoneda embedding defines a functor φ : dgLief,ft,ě1A Ñ dSt
f
A. This last
functor extends by colimits to
FA : dgLieA » P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q Ñ dSt
f
A
Because CA preserves coproducts and suspensions, the functor FA admits a right adjoint LA given by
right-composing by CA. The composite functor
dStfA
LA // PstΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q
// PstΣpdgMod
f,ft,ě1
A q » dgModA
then corresponds to the functor
X ÞÑ XpCApFreep´qqq » XpA‘ p´q
_r´1sq
The use of remark 1.2.4 proves the first item. The functor
CA :
´
dgLie
f,ft,ě1
A
¯op
Ñ dgExtA
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is essentially surjective. This implies that LA is conservative. We now focus on the third item. Because
LA is conservative, it suffices to prove that the unit idÑ LAFA is an equivalence. Let us consider L P
dgLieA and study the map LÑ LAFAL. There exists a sifted diagram pLαq of objects in dgLie
f,ft,ě1
A
such that L » colimLα in PΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q (and thus also in P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1
A q » dgLieA). This
colimit is preserved by both FA and LA and we cna therefore restrict to the case L P dgLie
f,ft,ě1
A .
The morphism L Ñ LAFAL is then equivalent to the adjunction unit L Ñ DA CA L. We conclude
with lemma 1.4.12 using the noetherian assumption.
Until the end of this section, we will focus on proving that the definition we give of a formal
stack is equivalent to Lurie’s definition of a formal moduli problem in [DAG-X], as soon as the base
dg-algebra A is noetherian.
Definition 1.5.8. An augmented A-dg-algebra B P cdgaď0A {A is called artinian if there is sequence
B “ B0 Ñ . . .Ñ Bn “ A
and for 0 ď i ă n an integer pi ě 1 such that
Bi » Bi`1 ˆ
Arεpi s
A
where Arεpis denote the trivial square zero extension A‘Arpis.
We denote by dgArtA the full subcategory of cdga
ď0
A {A spanned by the artinian dg-algebras.
Definition 1.5.9. A formal moduli problem over A is a functor
X : dgArtA Ñ sSets
satisfying the conditions:
(F1) For n ě 1 and B P dgArtA{Arεns the following natural morphism is an equivalence:
X
˜
B ˆ
Arεns
A
¸
„
Ñ XpBq ˆ
XpArεnsq
XpAq
(F2) The simplicial set XpAq is contractible.
LetČdStfA denote the full subcategory of PpdgArtopA q spanned by the formal moduli problems. This is
an accessible localization of the presentable p8, 1q-category PpdgArtopA q of simplicial presheaves over
dgArt
op
A .
Proposition 1.5.10. Let A P cdgaď0k be noetherian. The left Kan extension of the inclusion functor
i : dgExtA Ñ dgArtA induces an equivalence of p8, 1q-categories
j : dStfA Ñ
Č
dStfA
Proof. We will actually prove that the composed functor
f : dgLieA Ñ dSt
f
A Ñ
Č
dStfA
is an equivalence. The functor f admits a right adjoint g “ LAi
˚.
Given n ě 1 and a diagram B Ñ Arεns Ð A in dgArtA, lemma 1.4.12 implies that the natural
morphism
DApBq >
DApArεnsq
DApAq
„
Ñ DA
˜
B ˆ
Arεns
A
¸
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is an equivalence. For any B P dgArtA the adjunction morphism CADAB Ñ B P
`
cdgaď0A {A
˘op
is then an equivalence. Note that it is actually a map of augmented cdga’s B Ñ CADAB. Given
L P dgLieA the functor D
˚ L : dgArtA Ñ sSets defined by D
˚pBq “ MappDApBq, Lq is a formal
moduli problem (we use here the above equivalence). The natural morphism idÑ D˚ g of 8-functors
from dStfA to itself is therefore an equivalence. The same goes for the morphism gD
˚ Ñ id of
8-functors from dgLieA to itself. The functor g is an equivalence, so is f and hence so is j.
2 Tangent Lie algebra
We now focus on gluing the functors built in the previous section, proving the following statement.
Theorem 2.0.1. Let X be a derived Artin stack locally of finite presentation. Then there is a Lie
algebra ℓX over X whose underlying module is equivalent to the shifted tangent complex TX r´1s of
X.
Moreover if f : X Ñ Y is a morphism between algebraic stacks locally of finite presentation then
there is a tangent Lie morphism ℓX Ñ f
˚ℓY . More precisely, there is a functor
X{dStArt,lfpk Ñ
ℓX{dgLieX
sending a map f : X Ñ Y to a morphism ℓX Ñ f
˚ℓY . The underlying map of quasi-coherent sheaves
is indeed the tangent map (shifted by ´1).
2.1 Formal stacks and Lie algebras over a derived Artin stack
Let AÑ B be a morphism in cdgaď0k . There is an exact scalar extension functor BbA´ : dgExtA Ñ
dgExtB. Composing by this functor induces a restriction functor pB bA ´q
˚
: dStfB Ñ dSt
f
A. More-
over, the composite functor dgExtopA Ñ dgExt
op
B Ñ dSt
f
B admits a left Kan extension (see [HTT,
5.5.8.15]) pB bA ´q! : dSt
f
A Ñ dSt
f
B. We actually get an adjunctionˆ
B b
A
´
˙
!
: dStfA
//
dStfBoo :
ˆ
B b
A
´
˙˚
We will now prove the stronger result (recall that PrL,U8 denotes the category of presentable categories
with left adjoints as morphisms between them):
Proposition 2.1.1. There is a natural functor dStf : cdgaď0k Ñ Pr
L,U
8 mapping A to dSt
f
A. There
moreover exists a natural transformation
cdgaď0k
dgLie
))
dStf
66
F

PrL,U8
such that for any A P cdgaď0k , the induced functor dgLieA Ñ dSt
f
A is equivalent to FA as defined in
proposition 1.5.6.
Proof. Let us recall the category
ş
dgLie defined in the proof of proposition 1.2.6. Its objects are
pairs pA,Lq where A P cdgaď0k and L P dgLieA.
We define
ş`
cdga{´
˘op
to be the following (1-)category.
• An object is a pair pA,Bq where A P cdgaď0k and B P cdgaA{A.
• A morphism pA,Bq Ñ pA1, B1q is a map A Ñ A1 together with a map B1 Ñ B bLA A
1 of
A1-dg-algebras.
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From definition 1.4.6, we get a functor C:
ş
dgLie Ñ
ş`
cdga{´
˘op
preserving quasi-isomorphisms.
This induces a diagram of p8, 1q-categories
ş
dgLie
C //
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
ş`
cdga{´
˘op
xxrrr
rr
rrr
rr
cdgaď0k
Restricting to the full subcategory spanned by pairs pA,Lq where L P dgLief,ft,ě1A , we get a functorş
dgLief,ft,ě1
C //
ş
dgExtop
Using lemma 1.4.10, we see that this last functor preserves coCartesian morphisms over cdgaď0k . It
defines a natural transformation between functors cdgaď0k Ñ Cat
U
8. Since both the functors at hand
map quasi-isomorphisms to categorical equivalences, it factors through the localisation cdgaď0k of
cdgaď0k . We now have a natural transformation
cdgaď0k
dgLief,ft,ě1
))
dgExtop
66
CatU8
Composing with the functor PstΣ : Cat
U
8 Ñ Cat
V
8, we get a natural transformation F : dgLie »
P
st
ΣpdgLie
f,ft,ě1q Ñ dStf . Moreover, for any A P cdgaď0k , both dgLieA and dSt
f
A are presentable
and the induced functor FA : dgLieA Ñ dSt
f
A admits a right adjoint (see proposition 1.5.6).
Remark 2.1.2. The Grothendieck construction defines a functor
F :
ş
dgLie //
ş
dStf
over cdgaď0k . Note that we also have a composite functor
G :
ş
dgLie
C //
ş
pcdga{´ qop
h //
ş
dStf
where h is deduced from the Yoneda functor. The functor F is by definition the relative left Kan
extension of the restriction of G to
ş
dgLief,ft,ě1. It follows that we have a natural transformation
F Ñ G. We will use that fact a few pages below.
Proposition 2.1.3. The functor
dgLie : cdgaď0k Ñ Pr
L,U
8
is a stack for the fpqc topology.
Proof. The functor dgLie is endowed with a forgetful natural transformation to dgMod, the stack
of dg-modules. This forgetful transformation is pointwise conservative and preserves limits. This
implies that dgLie is also a stack.
Definition 2.1.4. Let X be an algebraic derived stack. The p8, 1q-category dStfX of formal stacks
over X is the limit of the diagram
`
dAffk{X
˘op // dAffopk “ cdgaď0k dStf // PrL,U8
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Similarly, the p8, 1q-category dgLieX of dg-Lie algebras over X is the limit of`
dAffk{X
˘op // dAffopk “ cdgaď0k dgLie // PrL,U8
The natural transformation F : dgLieÑ dStf induces a functor
FX : dgLieX Ñ dSt
f
X
By definition, it admits a right adjoint which we will denote by LX .
Remark 2.1.5. Of course, for any A P cdgaď0k we get dSt
f
SpecA » dSt
f
A and dgLieSpecA » dgLieA
since the above diagrams have an initial object.
Remark 2.1.6. The functor LX may not commute with base change.
2.2 Tangent Lie algebra of a derived Artin stack locally of finite presenta-
tion
We start be using the construction we described in remark 1.2.8. Let us consider C the following
category.
• An object is a pair pA,F Ñ Gq where A is in cdgaď0k and F Ñ G is a morphism in the model
category of simplicial presheaves over pcdgaď0A q
op.
• A morphism pA,F Ñ Gq Ñ pB,F 1 Ñ G1q is the datum of a morphism A Ñ B together with a
commutative square
F
f //

F 1

G g
// G1
of presheaves over pcdgaď0B q
op
A map in C as above is a weak equivalence if the morphism A Ñ B is an identity and if the maps f
and g are weak equivalences in the model category of simplicial presheaves. We set
ş
PpdAffq
∆1
to
be the p8, 1q-localization of C along weak equivalences. The natural functor
ş
PpdAffq∆
1
Ñ cdgaď0k
is a coCartesian fibration classified by the functor A ÞÑ PpdAffAq
∆1 .
Let D denote the following category.
• An object is a pair pA,F q where F is a simplicial presheaf over the opposite category of mor-
phisms in cdgaď0A .
• A morphism pA,F q Ñ pB,Gq is a morphism AÑ B and a map F Ñ G as simplicial presheaves
over pcdgaď0B q
op∆
1
.
A map in D as above is a weak equivalence if the morphism A Ñ B is an identity and if F Ñ G is
a weak equivalence in the model category of simplicial presheaves. We will denote by
ş
P
´
dAff∆
1
¯
the p8, 1q-category obtained from D by localizing along weak equivalences. The natural functorş
P
´
dAff∆
1
¯
Ñ cdgaď0k is a coCartesian fibration.
Lemma 2.2.1. There is a relative adjunction
f :
ż
P
´
dAff∆
1
¯
Õ
ż
PpdAffq
∆1
: g
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over cdgaď0k . They can be described on the fibers as follows. Let A P cdga
ď0
k . The left adjoint fA is
given on morphisms between affine schemes to the corresponding morphism of representable functors.
The right adjoint gA maps a morphism F Ñ G to the representable simplicial presheaf
Mapp´, F Ñ Gq
Proof. Let us define a functor C Ñ D mapping pA,F Ñ Gq to the functor
pS Ñ T q ÞÑ MappS Ñ T, F Ñ Gq
We can now derive this functor (replacing therefore F Ñ G with a fibrant replacement). We get a
functor
g :
ż
PpdAffq
∆1
Ñ
ż
P
´
dAff∆
1
¯
which commutes with the projections to cdgaď0k . Let A be in cdga
ď0
k and let gA be the induced functor
PpdAffAq
∆1 Ñ P
´
dAff∆
1
A
¯
It naturally admits a left adjoint. Namely the left Kan extension fA to the Yoneda embedding
dAff∆
1
A Ñ PpdAffAq
∆1
For any morphism AÑ B in cdgaď0k , there is a canonical morphism
fB
ˆˆ
B b
A
´
˙
!
X
˙
Ñ
ˆ
B b
A
´
˙
!
fApXq
which is an equivalence. [When X “ SpecA1 Ñ SpecA2 is representable then both left and right hand
sides are equivalent to SpecB1 Ñ SpecB2 where B1 “ B bA A
1 and B2 “ B bA A
2]. We complete
the proof using [HAlg, 8.2.3.11].
Let now
ş
˚{PpdAffq Ñ cdgaď0k denote the coCartesian fibration classified by the subfunctor
A ÞÑ SpecpAq{PpdAffAq of PpdAff q
∆1 . Let also
ş
PpdAff˚q be defined similarly to
ş
PpdAff∆
1
q. It
is classified by a functor
A ÞÑ P
´
SpecA{dAffA
¯
Proposition 2.2.2. The adjunction of lemma 2.2.1 induces a relative adjunctionż
P
`
dAff˚
˘
Õ
ż
˚{PpdAffq
over cdgaď0k . It moreover induces a natural transformation
cdgaď0k
PpdAff˚q
))
˚{PpdAffq
66
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Proof. We define the restriction functorż
P
´
dAff∆
1
¯
Ñ
ż
PpdAff˚q
It admits a fiberwise left adjoint, namely the left Kan extension, which commutes with base change.
This defines – using [HAlg, 8.3.2.11] – a relative left adjointż
PpdAff˚q Ñ
ż
P
´
dAff∆
1
¯
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Composing with the relative adjunction of lemma 2.2.1, we get a relative adjunctionż
PpdAff˚q Õ
ż
PpdAff q∆
1
The left adjoint factors through
ş
˚{PpdAffq and the composed functorż
˚{PpdAffq Ñ
ż
PpdAffq∆
1
Ñ
ż
PpdAff˚q
is its relative right adjoint. It follows that the functor
ş
PpdAff˚q Ñ
ş
˚{PpdAff q preserves coCarte-
sian morphisms over cdgaď0k . We get a natural transformation
cdgaď0k
PpdAff˚q
))
˚{PpdAffq
66
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As both functors at hand map quasi-isomorphisms of cdga’s to equivalences of categories, it factors
through the localisation cdgaď0k of cdga
ď0
k .
Proposition 2.2.3. Let X be an algebraic derived stack. There are functors
φ : X{PpdAffkq{X Ñ limSpecAÑX
SpecA{PpdAffAq
and
θ : lim
SpecAÑX
SpecA{PpdAffAq Ñ lim
SpecAÑX
P
`
dAff˚A
˘
Proof. The functor φ is given by the following construction:
X{PpdAffkq{X Ñ limSpecAÑX
SpecA{PpdAffkq{SpecA » limSpecAÑX
SpecA{PpdAffAq
The second functor is constructed as follows. From proposition 2.2.2 we get a functor
lim
SpecAÑX
P
`
dAff˚A
˘
Ñ lim
SpecAÑX
SpecA{PpdAffAq
It preserves colimits and both left and right hand sides are presentable. It thus admits a right adjoint
θ.
Remark 2.2.4. The functor θ is the limit of the functors
pSpecAÑ F q ÞÑ MapSpecA{PpdAffAqp´, SpecAÑ F q
This construction commutes with base change. We can indeed draw the commutative diagram (where
S Ñ T is a morphism between affine derived schemes)
T {PpdAffkq{T
//

P
`
T {PpdAffkq{T
˘
//

P
`
T {dAffk{T
˘

S{PpdAffkq{S // P
`
S{PpdAffkq{S
˘
// P
`
S{dAff{S
˘
The left hand side square commutes by definition of base change. The right hand side square also
commutes as the restriction along a fully faithful functor preserves base change.
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Definition 2.2.5. Let X be a derived stack. Let us define the formal completion functor
p´q
f
: X{PpdAffkq{X Ñ limSpecAÑX
PppdgExtAq
op
q
as the composed functor
X{PpdAffkq{X Ñ limSpecAÑX
SpecA{PpdAffAq
Ñ lim
SpecAÑX
P
`
dAff˚A
˘
Ñ lim
SpecAÑX
PppdgExtAq
opq
Remark 2.2.6. Let u : S “ SpecAÑ X be a point. The functor u˚p´q
f
maps a pointed stack Y over
X to the functor dgExtA Ñ sSets
B ÞÑ MapS{´{XpSpecB, Y q
Definition 2.2.7. LetX be a derived stack. Let dSt˚,ArtX denote the full sub-category ofX{PpdAffq{X
spanned by those X Ñ Y Ñ X such that Y is a derived Artin stack over X .
Lemma 2.2.8. The restriction of p´q
f
to dSt˚,ArtX has image in dSt
f
X .
Proof. We have to prove that whenever X
f
Ñ Y Ñ X is a pointed algebraic stack over X then Y f is
formal over X . Because of remark 2.2.4, it suffices to treat the case of an affine base. Let us assume
X “ SpecA. The result follows from the existence of a relative cotangent complex LY {X :
Y f
ˆ
pA‘Mq ˆ
A
pA‘Nq
˙
» Y fpA‘ pM ‘Nqq » MapX{´{XpSpecpA‘ pM ‘Nqq, Y q
»Mappf˚LY {X ,M ‘Nq »Mappf
˚
LY {X ,Mq ˆMappf
˚
LY {X , Nq
» Y fpA‘Mq ˆ Y fpA‘Mq
Y f
ˆ
A ˆ
A‘Mr1s
A
˙
» Y fpA‘Mq » Mappf˚LY {X ,Mq
» ΩMappf˚LY {X ,M r1sq » ΩY
fpA‘M r1sq
Remark 2.2.9. Let X “ SpecA and let X
y
Ñ Y Ñ X P dSt˚,ArtX . Let us assume that Y is locally of
finite presentation over A. The tangent TY f{X,y of the formal stack Y
f over X (see definition 1.5.4) is
equivalent to the tangent TY {X,y of Y at y over X . By definition (see [HAG2, 1.4.1.14]), the tangent
complex TY {X,y corepresents the functor
DerY {XpX, p´q
_
q :
dgMod
op
A Ñ sSets
M ÞÑMapX{´{XpXrM
_s, Y q
where XrM_s is the trivial square zero extension SpecpA ‘M_q. Using proposition 1.2.2, we know
it is actually determined by the restriction of DerY {XpX, p´q
_q to pdgModf,ft,ě1A q
op. On the other
hand, the formal stack Y f is the functor
dgExtAÑ sSets
B ÞÑMapX{´{XpSpecB, Y q
Our claim follows from definition 1.5.4.
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Definition 2.2.10. Let X be an algebraic stack locally of finite presentation. We define its tangent
Lie algebra as the X-dg-Lie algebra
ℓX “ LX
´
pX ˆXqf
¯
where the product X ˆX is a pointed stack over X through the diagonal ∆: X Ñ X ˆX and the
first projection.
Proof (of theorem 2.0.1). Since X has a perfect tangent complex, for any u : S “ SpecA Ñ X ,
the canonical map Γ˚uTSˆX{S Ñ u
˚∆˚TXˆX{X is an equivalence (here Γu : S Ñ S ˆX denotes the
graph of u). We study the underlying X-dg-module of LXppX ˆXq
f
q. It represents the functor
dgMod
op
X Ñ sSets
M ÞÑ Map
´
FXpFreeX Mq, pX ˆXq
f
¯
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
Map
´
FApFreeApu
˚Mqq, pSpecAˆXq
f
¯
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
Map
´
u˚M,ForgetA LA
´
pSpecAˆXq
f
¯¯
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
Map
`
u˚M,Γ˚uTSpecAˆX{SpecA
˘
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
Map
`
u˚M,u˚∆˚TXˆX{X r´1s
˘
» MappM,∆˚TXˆX{X r´1sq
Let us precise that the equivalence between the second and the third line is obtained using proposition 1.5.6
and remark 2.2.9. We conclude that the underlyingX-dg-module of LXppX ˆXq
fq is indeed∆˚TXˆX{X r´1s »
TX r´1s.
Let us now consider the functor
X{dStArt,lfp Ñ dSt˚,ArtX
mapping a morphism X Ñ Z to the stack XˆZ pointed by the graph map X Ñ XˆZ and endowed
with the projection morphism to X . Composing this functor with p´q
f
and LX we finally get the
wanted functor
X{dStArt,lfp Ñ ℓX{dgLieX
Let f : X Ñ Z be in X{dStArt,lfp. Since Z is locally of finite presentation, its tangent is perfect and
the canonical map
β : Γ˚fTXˆZ{X Ñ f
˚∆˚ZTZˆZ{Z
is an equivalence. At the level of Lie algebras, we have a canonical map
α : u˚ℓZ Ñ LX
´
pX ˆ Zq
f
¯
The map of X-dg-modules underlying α is equivalent to βr´1s. Since the forgetful functor dgLieX Ñ
dgModX is conservative, we deduce that α is an equivalence.
Remark 2.2.11. We also proved above that for any map u : X Ñ Z between locally finitely presented
derived Artin stacks, the canonical map
u˚ℓZ Ñ LX
´
pX ˆ Zq
f
¯
is an equivalence.
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2.3 Derived categories of formal stacks
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following
Theorem 2.3.1. Let X be an algebraic stack locally of finite presentation. There is a colimit pre-
serving monoidal functor
RepX : QcohpXq Ñ dgRepXpℓXq
where dgRepXpℓXq is the p8, 1q-category of representations of ℓX. Moreover, the functor RepX is a
retract of the forgetful functor.
We will prove this theorem at the end of the subsection. For now, let us state and prove a few
intermediate results. Let A be any cdgaď0k and L P dgLieA. The category dgRepApLq of represen-
tations of L is endowed with a combinatorial model structure for which equivalences are exactly the
L-equivariant quasi-isomorphisms and for which the fibrations are those maps sent onto fibrations by
the forgetful functor to dgModA.
Definition 2.3.2. Let us denote by dgRepApLq the underlying p8, 1q-category of the model category
dgRepApLq.
Lemma 2.3.3. Let L be an A-dg-Lie algebra. There is a Quillen adjunction
fAL : dgModCA L Õ dgRepApLq : g
A
L
Given by
fAL : V ÞÑ UA
ˆ
Arηs b
A
L
˙
b
CA L
V
gAL : M ÞÑ HomL
ˆ
UA
ˆ
Arηs b
A
L
˙
,M
˙
where ArηsbAL is as in subsection 1.4 and HomL denotes the mapping complex of dg-representations
of L.
Remark 2.3.4. The image gAL pMq is a model for the cohomology RHomLpA,Mq of L with values in
M . We can give an explicit description of gAL pMq as a graded module, similarly to remark 1.4.2:
gAL pMq » HomApSympLr1sq,Mq
The differentials differ though. As the one on gAL pMq encodes part of the action of L on M .
Proof. The fact that fAL and g
A
L are adjoint functors is immediate. The functor f
A
L preserves quasi-
isomorphisms (see the proof of proposition 1.4.3) and fibrations. This is therefore a Quillen adjunction.
Remark 2.3.5. The category dgRepApLq is endowed with a symmetric tensor product. If M and N
are two dg-representations of L, then MbAN is endowed with the diagonal action of L. The category
dgModCA L is also symmetric monoidal. Moreover, for any pair of L-dg-representations M and N ,
there is a natural morphism
gAL pMq b
CA L
gLpNq Ñ g
A
L
ˆ
M b
A
N
˙
This makes gAL into a weak monoidal functor. In particular, the functor g
A
L defines a functor dgLieL Ñ
dgLieCApLq, also denoted g
A
L .
Proposition 2.3.6. Let L be a good dg-Lie algebra over A. The induced functor
fAL : dgModCA L Ñ dgRepApLq
of p8, 1q-categories is fully faithful.
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Remark 2.3.7. The above proposition can be seen as a consequence of some general Morita the-
ory statement. The adjunction at hand is induced by the UA L b CA L-bimodule A where CA L “
HomUA LpA,Aq. In such a case, the left adjoint f
A
L is fully faithful is and only if A is a perfect UA L-
dg-module. The assumption that L is good ensures the perfection of A as a left UA L-dg-module.
More generally, let C be an associative A-dg-algebra. Let us assume C is a finite cellular object
in the category of A-dg-algebras: there is a finite sequence
A » C0 Ñ C1 Ñ . . .Ñ Cn » C
such that for any 1 ď i ď n, the map Ci´1 Ñ Ci fits into a coCartesian square
TAM //

A

Ci´1 // Ci
where TAM is the tensor algebra generated by a free A-dg-module M of finite type. If moreover C is
equipped with an augmentation C Ñ A then the left C-dg-module A is perfect. To prove this, let us
assume A is perfect as a left Ci´1-dg-module: A is a finite colimit of free Ci´1-dg-modules. It follows
that TApM r1sq » Ci bCi´1 A is a finite colimit of free Ci-dg-modules. We then obtain A by moding
out the generators of TApM r1sq, again a finite colimit.
Proof (of proposition 2.3.6). This proof is very similar to that of [DAG-X, 2.4.12]. In this proof, we
will write f instead of fAL . Let B denote CA L. We first prove that the restriction f|PerfpBq is fully
faithful. Let V and W be two B-dg-modules. There is a map MappV,W q Ñ MappfV, fW q. Fixing V
(resp. W ), the set of W ’s (resp. V ’s) such that this map is an equivalence is stable under extensions,
shifts and retracts. It is therefore sufficient to prove that the map MappB,Bq Ñ MappfB, fBq is an
equivalence, which follows from the definition (if we look at the dg-modules of morphisms, then both
domain and codomain are quasi-isomorphic to B “ CA L).
To prove that f : dgModB Ñ dgRepApLq is fully faithful, we only need to prove that f preserves
compact objects. It suffices to prove that fB » A is compact in dgRepApLq. The (non commutative)
A-dg-algebra UApLq is a finite cellular object (because L is good) and is endowed with an augmentation
morphism to A. It follows that A, seen as a left UApLq-dg-module through the augmentation, is a
finite cellular object (see remark 2.3.7) and hence is compact. The forgetful functor dgModA Ñ
dgModleftUApLq therefore preserves compact objects.
Let us now study the behaviour of the adjunction pfAL , g
A
L q with respect to change of base A and
of Lie algebra L. We will as the same time consider the compatibility with the monoidal structures.
Once more, we will use the procedure of remark 1.2.8.. Let us consider the category
ş
dgLieop such
that:
• An object is a pair pA,Lq with A P cdgaď0k and with L P dgLieA and
• A morphism pA,Lq Ñ pB,L1q is a map AÑ B together with a map L1 Ñ LbLA B in dgLieB.
It is endowed with a functor
ş
dgLieop Ñ cdgaď0k . We will say that a map in
ş
dgLieop is a weak
equivalence if the map of cdga’s is an identity and the map of dg-Lie algebras is a quasi-ismorphism.
Localising along weak equivalences, we obtain a coCartesian fibration of p8, 1q-categoriesż
dgLieop Ñ cdgaď0k
classified by the functor A ÞÑ dgLieopA (see the proof of proposition 1.2.6).
Let Fin˚ denote the category of pointed finite sets – see definition 0.0.1. For n P N, we will denote
by xny the finite set t˚, 1, . . . , nu pointed at ˚. Let
ş
dgRepb be the following category.
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• An object is a family pA,L,M1, . . . ,Mmq with A P cdga
ď0
k , with L P dgLieA and with Mi P
dgRepApLq.
• A morphism pA,L,M1, . . . ,Mmq Ñ pB,L
1, N1, . . . , Nnq is the datum of a map pA,Lq Ñ pB,L
1q Pş
dgLieop, of a map t : xmy Ñ xny of pointed finite sets and for every 1 ď j ď n of a morphismÂ
iPt´1pjqMi bA B Ñ Nj of L
1-modules.
It comes with a projection functor
ş
dgRepb Ñ
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚. We will say that a morphism inş
dgRepb is a weak equivalence if the underlying maps of pointed finite sets, of cdga’s and of dg-Lie
algebras are identities and if the map dg-representations it contains is a quasi-isomorphism. Let us
denote by
ş
dgRepb the localisation of
ş
dgRepb along weak equivalences. This defines a coCartesian
fibration p :
ş
dgRepb Ñ
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚ (using once again [DAG-X, 2.4.19]).
Let now
ş
dgModbCp´q be the following category
• An object is a family pA,L, V1, . . . , Vmq with A P cdga
ď0
k , with L P dgLieA and with Vi P
dgModCA L.
• A morphism pA,L, V1, . . . , Vmq Ñ pB,L
1,W1, . . . ,Wnq is the datum of a map pA,Lq Ñ pB,L
1q Pş
dgLieop, of a map of pointed finite sets t : xmy Ñ xny and for every 1 ď j ď n of a morphism
of CB L
1-dg-modules
Â
iPt´1pjq Vi bCA L CB L
1 ÑWj .
We will say that a morphism in
ş
dgRepb is a weak equivalence if the underlying maps of pointed finite
sets, of cdga’s and of dg-Lie algebras are identities and if the map of dg-modules it contains is a quasi-
isomorphism. Localising along weak equivalences, we get a coCartesian fibration of p8, 1q-categories
q :
ş
dgModbCp´q Ñ
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚.
Lemma 2.3.8. The above coCartesian fibrations p and q define functors
dgRep, dgModCp´q :
ż
dgLie
op Ñ Catb,V8
Proof. For any object pA,Lq P
ş
dgLieop, the pulled back coCartesian fibrationż
dgRepb ˆş
dgLieopˆFin˚
tpA,Lqu ˆ Fin˚ Ñ Fin˚
defines a symmetric monoidal structure on the p8, 1q-category dgRepApLq – see definition 0.0.2. The
coCartesian fibration p is therefore classified by a functorż
dgLieop Ñ Catb,V8
Moreover, this functor maps quasi-isomorphisms of dg-Lie algebras to equivalences. Hence it factors
through a functor
dgRep :
ż
dgLieop Ñ Catb,V8
The case of dgModCp´q is isomorphic.
We will now focus on building a natural transformation between those two functors. Let us build
a functor g :
ş
dgRepb Ñ
ş
dgModb
Cp´q
• The image of an object pA,L,M1, . . . ,Mmq is the family pA,L, V1, . . . , Vmq where Vi is the
CA L-dg-module
gAL pMiq “ HomL
ˆ
UA
ˆ
Arηs b
A
L
˙
,Mi
˙
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• The image of an arrow
Â
iPt´1pjqMi bA B Ñ Nj is the compositionâ
gAL pMiq b
CA L
CB L
1 ÑgAL
`â
Mi
˘
b
CA L
CB L
1
ÑgBL1
ˆâ
Mi b
A
B
˙
ÑgBL1pNq
where the second map sends a tensor λb µ to pλb idq.µ with
λb id : UB
ˆ
Brηs b
B
L1
˙
Ñ UB
ˆ
Brηs b
A
L
˙
“ UA
ˆ
Arηs b
A
L
˙
b
A
B Ñ
`â
Mi
˘
b
A
B
The functor g induces a functor of p8, 1q-categories
g :
ż
dgRepb Ñ
ż
dgModb
Cp´q
which commutes with the coCartesian fibrations to
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚.
Proposition 2.3.9. The functor g admits a left adjoint f relative to
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚. There is
therefore a commutative diagram of p8, 1q-categoriesş
dgModb
Cp´q
f //
p
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
ş
dgRepb
q
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚
where f preserves coCartesian morphisms. It follows that f is classified by a (monoidal) natural
transformation
ş
dgLieop
dgModCp´q
**
dgRep
55
f

Catb,V8
Proof. Whenever we fix pA,L, xmyq in
ş
dgLieopˆFin˚, the functor g restricted to the fibre categories
admits a left adjoint (see lemma 2.3.3). Moreover when pA,Lq Ñ pB,L1q is a morphism in
ş
dgLieop,
the following squares of monoidal functors commutes up to a canonical equivalence induced by the
adjunctions
dgModCA L
fAL //
´bCA LCBpLbABq

dgRepApLq
´bUA LUBpLbABq

dgModCBpLbABq
fBLbAB //
´bCBpLbABqCBpL
1q

dgRepBpLbA Bq
Forget

dgModCB L1
fB
L1 // dgRepBpL
1q
For any family pV1, . . . , Vmq of CA L-dg-modules, the canonical morphism`â
fAL pViq
˘
b
CA L
CB L
1 Ñ fBL1
ˆ`â
Vi
˘
b
A
B
˙
is hence an equivalence. This proves that g satisfies the requirements of [HAlg, 8.3.2.11], admits a
relative left adjoint f which preserves coCartesian morphisms.
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Let us denote by
ş
dgModb the category
• an object is a family pA,M1, . . . ,Mmq where A P cdga
ď0
k and Mi P dgModA
• a morphism pA,M1, . . . ,Mmq Ñ pB,N1, . . . , Nnq is the datum of a morphism AÑ B, of a map
t : xmy Ñ xny of pointed finite sets and for any 1 ď j ď n of morphism of A-dg-modules
b
iPt´1pjq
Mi Ñ Nj
There is a natural projection
ş
dgModb Ñ cdgaď0k ˆ Fin
˚. We have three functorsş
dgRepb
π //
g
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
ş
dgModb ˆcdgaď0
k
ş
dgLieop
ρ
uu❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
ş
dgModbCp´q
compatible with the projections to
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚. The functor π is defined by forgetting the Lie
action, while ρ maps an A-dg-module M and an A-dg-Lie algebra L to the CA L-dg-moduleM , where
CA L acts through the augmentation map CA LÑ A. The above triangle does not commute, but we
have a natural transformation g Ñ ρπ, defined on a triple pA,L, V q by
gpA,L, V q “ HomLpUApArηs bA Lq, V q
ev1 // V “ ρπpA,L, V q
We check that this map indeed commutes with the CA L-action. We say that a map in
ş
dgModb is a
weak equivalence if the underlying maps of cdga’s and of pointed sets are identities, and if the maps
of dg-modules are quasi-isomorphisms. Localising the above diagram along weak equivalences, we get
a tetrahedron ş
dgModb ˆcdgaď0
k
ş
dgLieop
ş
dgRepb
ş
dgModb
Cp´q
ş
dgLieop ˆ Fin˚
π
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
ρ
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦
g
oo
✱✱
✱✱
✱
r
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✱✱
✱✱
q
✡✡
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✡
p
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
where p, q and r are coCartesian fibrations – see [DAG-X, 2.4.19] – where the upper face is filled with
the natural transformation g Ñ ρπ and where the other faces are commutative.
Lemma 2.3.10. The functor ρ admits a relative left adjoint τ and the functor π preserves coCartesian
maps. Moreover, the natural transformation τ Ñ πf – induced by g Ñ ρπ and by the adjunctions –
is an equivalence.
Remark 2.3.11. It follows from the above lemma the existence of natural transformations
ş
dgLieop
dgModCp´q
%%
dgRep //
dgMod
99
Catb,V8
f
π
This lemma also describes the composite πf as the base change functor along the augmentation maps
CA LÑ A.
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Proof. Let us first prove that ρ admits a relative left adjoint τ . For any pair pA,Lq P
ş
dgLieop, the
forgetful functor dgModA Ñ dgModCA L admits a left adjoint, namely the base change functor along
the augmentation map CA L Ñ A. This left adjoint is monoidal and commutes with base change. It
therefore fulfil the assumptions of [HAlg, 8.3.2.11]. The induced natural transformation τ Ñ πf maps
a triple pA,L, V q P
ş
dgModCp´q to the canonical map
τAL pV q “ V b
CA L
AÑ V b
CA L
UA
ˆ
Lb
A
Arηs
˙
“ πALf
A
L pV q
which is an equivalence of A-dg-modules.
Let us consider the functor of p8, 1q-categories
dAff∆
2
k Ñ
´
Catb,V8
¯op
mapping a sequence X Ñ Y Ñ Z of derived affine schemes to the monoidal p8, 1q-categoryQcohpY q.
We form the fibre product
C //

dAff∆
2
k
p

dAffk
id´
// dAff∆
1
k
where p is induced by the inclusion p0 Ñ 2q Ñ p0 Ñ 1 Ñ 2q. Finaly, we define D as the full
subcategory of C spanned by those triangles SpecAÑ SpecB Ñ SpecA where B P dgExtA. We get
a functor
F : D Ñ
´
Catb,V8
¯op
mapping a trivial square-zero extension B of A to dgModB . Note that the functor D Ñ dAffk is a
Cartesian fibration classified by the functor A ÞÑ dgExtopA .
Let us denote by
ű
dStf Ñ dAffk the Cartesian fibration classified by the functor SpecA ÞÑ
dStfA “ P
st
ΣpdgExt
op
A q. The Yoneda natural transformation dgExt
op Ñ dStf defines a functor
D Ñ
ű
dSt
f . We define
Lqcoh :
¿
dStf Ñ
´
Catb,V8
¯op
as the left Kan extension of F along D Ñ
ű
dStf .
Let now X be a derived stack. The category dStfX defined in definition 2.1.4 is equivalent to the
category of Cartesian sections φ as below – see [HTT, 3.3.3.2]ű
dStf

dAffk{X
φ
::tttttttttt
// dAffk
Definition 2.3.12. Let X be a derived stack. We define the functor of derived category of formal
stacks over X :
LXqcoh : dSt
f
X » Fct
Cart
dAffk
´
dAffk{X,
ű
dStf
¯ Lqcoh // Fct´dAffk{X,´Catb,V8 ¯op¯ colim // ´Catb,V8 ¯op
If Y P dStfX then L
X
qcohpY q is called the derived category of the formal stack Y over X . We can
describe it more intuitively as the limit of symmetric monoidal p8, 1q-categories
LXqcohpY q » lim
SpecAÑX
L
SpecA
qcoh pYAq » lim
SpecAÑX
lim
BPdgExtA
SpecBÑYA
dgModB (1)
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where YA P dSt
f
A is the pullback of Y along the morphism SpecAÑ X . Remark that if X “ SpecA
and Y “ SpecB with B P dgExtA, then L
X
qcohpY q is nothing but dgModB.
The same way, the opposite category of dg-Lie algebras overX is equivalent to that of coCartesian
section
dgLie
op
X » Fct
coC
cdgaď0
k
ˆ´
dAffk{X
¯op
,
ż
dgLieop
˙
We can thus define
Definition 2.3.13. Let X be a derived stack. We define the functor of Lie representations over X
to be the composite functor dgRepX : dgLie
op
X Ñ Cat
b,V
8
dgLie
op
X
// Fct
``
dAffk{X
˘op
,
ş
dgLieop
˘ dgRep// Fct´`dAffk{X˘op,Catb,V8 ¯ lim // Catb,V8
In particular for any L P dgLieX , this defines a symmetric monoidal p8, 1q-category
dgRepXpLq “ lim
SpecAÑX
dgRepApLAq
where LA P dgLieA is the dg-Lie algebra over A obtained by pulling back L.
Proposition 2.3.14. Let X be a derived stack. There is a natural transformation
dgLie
op
X
LXqcohpFXp´qq
))
dgRepX
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Ψ

Catb,V8
Moreover, for any L P dgLieX , the induced monoidal functor L
X
qcohpFXLq Ñ dgRepXpLq is fully
faithful and preserves colimits.
To prove this proposition, we will need the following
Lemma 2.3.15. The natural transformation F : dgLie Ñ dStf and the functor Lqcoh :
ű
dStf Ñ´
Catb,V8
¯op
define a composite functor
φ :
ş
dgLieop
ş
F
//
´ű
dStf
¯op Lqcoh // Catb,V8
There is a pointwise fully faithful and colimit preserving natural transformation φÑ dgRep.
Proof. Let E denote the full subcategory of
ş
dgLieop such that the induced coCartesian fibration
E Ñ cdgaď0k is classified by the subfunctor
A ÞÑ
´
dgLie
f,ft,ě1
A
¯op
Ă dgLieopA
The functor φ is by construction the right Kan extension of its restriction ψ to E . Moreover, the
restriction ψ is by definition equivalent to the composite functor
E //
ş
dgLieop
dgModCp´q // Catb,V8
Using the natural transformation dgModCp´q Ñ dgRep from proposition 2.3.9, we get
α : ψ Ñ dgRep|E P Fct
´
E ,Catb,V8
¯
We will prove the following sufficient conditions.
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(i) The functor dgRep :
ş
dgLieop Ñ Catb,V8 is the right Kan extension of its restriction dgRep|E
(ii) The natural transformation α is pointwise fully faithful and preserves finite colimits.
Condition (ii) simply follows from proposition 2.3.6. To prove condition (i), it suffices to see that
when A is fixed, the functor
dgRepA : dgLie
op
A Ñ Cat
b,V
8
commutes with sifted limits. This follows from [DAG-X, 2.4.32].
Proof (of proposition 2.3.14). Let X be a derived stack and L be a dg-Lie algebra over X . Recall
that we can see L as a functor
L :
´
dAffk{X
¯op
Ñ
ż
dgLieop
By definition, we have LXqcohpFXLq is the limit of the diagram
`
dAffk{X
˘op L // şdgLieop şF // ´ű dStf¯op Lqcoh // CatV8
while dgRepXpLq is the limit of`
dAffk{X
˘op L // ş dgLieop dgRep// CatV8
We then deduce the result from lemma 2.3.15, since a limit of fully faithful (resp. colimit preserving)
functor is so.
We can now prove the promised theorem 2.3.1.
Proof (of theorem 2.3.1). Let us first build a functor
νX : QcohpXq Ñ L
X
qcoh
´
pX ˆXq
f
¯
Let us denote by C the p8, 1q-category of diagrams
SpecA // SpecB
α

// SpecA
X
where A P cdgaď0k and B P dgExtA. There is a natural functor C
op Ñ Catb,V8 mapping a diagram
as above to the monoidal p8, 1q-category dgModB. Unwinding the definitions, we contemplate an
equivalence of monoidal categories (recall (1) from definition 2.3.12)
LXqcoh
´
pX ˆXq
f
¯
» lim
C
dgModB
The maps α as above induce (obviously compatible) pullback functors α˚ : QcohpXq Ñ dgModB.
This construction defines the announced monoidal functor
νX : QcohpXq Ñ L
X
qcoh
´
pX ˆXqf
¯
Going back to definition 2.2.10 and definition 2.1.4, we have an adjunction co-unit
θ : FXpℓXq “ FXLX
´
pX ˆXqf
¯
Ñ pX ˆXqf
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Now using the functor from proposition 2.3.14, we get a composite functor
RepX : QcohpXq
νX // LXqcoh
´
pX ˆXq
f
¯
θ˚ // LXqcohpFXpℓXqq
Ψ // dgRepXpℓXq
As every one of those functors is both monoidal and colimit preserving, so is RepX . We still have to
prove that RepX is a retract of the forgetful functor ΘX : dgRepXpℓXq Ñ QcohpXq. We consider
the composite functor ΘX RepX
QcohpXq
νX // LXqcoh
´
pX ˆXq
f
¯
θ˚ // LXqcohpFXpℓXqq
Ψ // dgRepXpℓXq
ΘX // QcohpXq
Unwinding the definitions, we see that ΘΨ is the following limit
LXqcohpFXpℓXqq “ lim
u : SpecAÑX
lim
LÑu˚ℓX
LPdgLief,ft,ě1
A
dgModCA L
f

dgRepXpℓXq “ lim
u : SpecAÑX
lim
LÑu˚ℓX
LPdgLief,ft,ě1A
dgRepApLq
π

lim
u : SpecAÑX
dgModA “ QcohpXq
where f and π are induced by the natural transformation of remark 2.3.11. The composite functor
πf is equivalent to the pullback
LXqcohpFXpℓXqq Ñ L
X
qcohpXq » QcohpXq
along the unique morphism X Ñ FXpℓXq of formal stacks over X (seen as a formal stack, X is initial
in dStfX . This map can be described as a colimit of augmentation maps CA LÑ A). It follows that
ΘX RepX is equivalent to the composite functor
QcohpXq
νX // LXqcoh
´
pX ˆXq
f
¯
α˚ // QcohpXq
where α is the morphism X Ñ pX ˆXq
f
. Unwinding the definition of νX , we see that this composite
functor is equivalent to the identity functor of QcohpXq.
2.4 Atiyah class, modules and tangent maps
Definition 2.4.1. Let Perf denote the derived stack of perfect complexes. It is defined as the stack
mapping a cdga A to the maximal 8-groupoid in the p8, 1q-category Perf pAq. For any derived stack
X , we set Perf pXq to be the maximal groupoid in PerfpXq. It is equivalent to space of morphisms
from X to Perf in dStk.
Definition 2.4.2. Let X be a derived Artin stack locally of finite presentation. Any perfect module
E over X is classified by a map φE : X Ñ Perf . Following [STV], we define the Atiyah class of E as
the tangent morphism of φE
atE : TX Ñ φ
˚
ETPerf
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Remark 2.4.3. We will provide an equivalence φ˚ETPerf » EndpEqr1s in the proof of proposition 2.4.4.
The Atiyah class of E should be thought as the composition
atE : TX r´1s Ñ φ
˚
ETPerf r´1s » EndpEq
We will, at the end of this section, compare this definition of the Atiyah class with the usual one –
see proposition 2.4.7.
Proposition 2.4.4. Let X be an algebraic stack locally of finite presentation. When E is a perfect
module over X, then the ℓX-action on E given by the theorem 2.3.1 is induced by the Atiyah class of
E.
Lemma 2.4.5. Let A P cdgaď0k and L P dgLie
f,ft,ě1
A . The functor
fAL : dgModCApLq Ñ dgRepApLq
defined in lemma 2.3.3 induces an equivalence
Perf pCA Lq
„
Ñ dgRepApLq ˆ
dgModA
Perf pAq
Proof. We proved in proposition 2.3.6 the functor fAL to be fully faithful. Let us denote by C the
image category
C “ fAL pPerf pCApLqqq
Since fAL is exact, the category C is stable by shifts in dgRepApLq. Let us first prove that C contains
any representation whose underlying dg-module is projective of finite type (ie a retract of some An).
Let P be a projective of finite type dg-module over A. An action of L on P amounts a morphism
κ : M Ñ EndpP q, where M P dgModf,ft,ě1A such that L “ FreeAM . Such a map corresponds to
a choice of finitely many elements in EndpP q of positive cohomological degree. The cdga A is by
assumption cohomologically concentrated in non-positive degree. So is EndpP q, as a projective dg-
module over A. The map κ is hence (non canonically) homotopic to 0. Every L-action on P is trivial.
Moreover, the trivial action on P is given by fAL pCA LbA P q.
Let now d P N. Let us assume that any F P dgRepApLq whose underlying dg-module is perfect
and of tor-amplitude contained in r´d, 0s belongs to C. Recall that the case d “ 0 is the projective
case (see [TV, 2.22]). Let E P dgRepApLq be a representation. We assume its underlying dg-module
E is perfect of tor-amplitude contained in r´d´ 1, 0s. Using loc. cit. , there exists an exact sequence
N Ñ E Ñ F where N is a projective A-dg-module of finite type and Q is a perfect complex of
tor-amplitude contained in r´d ´ 1,´1s. We will build a lift N Ñ E in dgRepApLq of the map
N Ñ E. The L-action on E is given by a morphism M Ñ EndpEq where M P dgModf,ft,ě1A such
that L “ FreeApMq. A lift N Ñ E of N Ñ E is equivalent to an homotopy α making the following
diagram commutative
M //
0

EndpEq

EndpNq
t|
α
4<qqqqqqqqq
qqqqqqqqq
// HompN,Eq
The module N is a retract of An for some n. It follows that HompN,Eq is a retract of En »
HompAn, Eq. The dg-module HompN,Eq is thus cohomologically concentrated in non-positive degree.
Since M is generated by objects in positive degree, the mapping space MapApM,HompN,Eqq is
connected and an homotopy α as above exists (but is not uniquely determined). We obtain from
what precedes a map β : N Ñ E in dgRepApLq lifting N Ñ E. Let F denote the cofibre of β in
dgRepApLq. Since the forgetful functor dgRepApLq Ñ dgModA is exact, the underline dg-module
of F is equivalent to Q and hence of tor-amplitude contained in r´d ´ 1,´1s. By assumption, the
representation Qr´1s belongs to C. Since C is stable by shifts, we have Q P C. The category C is
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also stable by extensions and we have E P C. By induction, we get that every representation of L
whose underlying module is perfect belongs to C. Reciprocally, any representation of C has a perfect
underlying complex.
Definition 2.4.6. Let X be a derived stack and let Y be a formal stack over X . We define the full
subcategory LXpepY q of L
X
qcohpY q
LXpepY q “ lim
SpecAÑX
lim
BPdgExtA
SpecBÑYA
PerfB // lim
SpecAÑX
lim
BPdgExtA
SpecBÑYA
dgModB » L
X
qcohpY q
Proof (of proposition 2.4.4). The sheaf E corresponds to a morphism φE : X Ñ Perf . Its Atiyah
class is the tangent morphism
atE : TX r´1s Ñ φ
˚
ETPerf r´1s
In our setting, we get a Lie tangent map (theorem 2.0.1)
atE : ℓX Ñ φ
˚
EℓPerf
Using remark 2.2.11, we get an equivalence φ˚EℓPerf » LXpX ˆPerf q
f
q. The dg-Lie algebra φ˚EℓPerf
hence represents the presheaf on dgLieX
Map
´
´,LX
´
pX ˆPerf q
f
¯¯
»Map
´
FXp´q, pX ˆPerf q
f
¯
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
lim
LPdgLief,ft,ě1A
LÑu˚p´q
Map
´
SpecpCA Lq, pSpecAˆPerf q
f
¯
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
lim
LPdgLief,ft,ě1
A
LÑu˚p´q
Perf pCA Lq ˆ
Perf pAq
tu˚Eu
» Gpd
˜
LXpepFXp´qq ˆ
Perf pXq
tEu
¸
where Gpd associates to any p8, 1q-category its maximal groupoid. Note that the equivalence between
the second and third lines follows from remark 2.2.6. On the other hand glpEq – the dg-Lie algebra
of endomorphisms of E – represents the functor
Gpd
˜
dgRepXp´q ˆ
QcohpXq
tEu
¸
We get from proposition 2.3.14 a morphism φ˚EℓPerf Ñ glpEq of dg-Lie algebras overX . Restricting to
an affine derived scheme s : SpecAÑ X , we get that s˚φ˚EℓPerf and s
˚glpEq » glps˚Eq respectively
represent the functors pdgLief,ft,ě1A q
op Ñ sSets
L0 ÞÑ Perf pCA L
0q ˆ
Perf pAq
tEu and L0 ÞÑ Gpd
˜
dgRepApL
0q ˆ
dgModA
tEu
¸
The natural transformation induced between those functors is the one of lemma 2.4.5 and is thus an
equivalence. We therefore have
atE : ℓX Ñ glpEq
and hence an action of ℓX on E. This construction corresponds to the one of theorem 2.3.1 through
the equivalence Perf pXq »MappX,Perf q.
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We will now focus on comparing our definition 2.4.2 of the Atiyah class with a more usual one.
Let X be a smooth variety. Let us denote by Xp2q the infinitesimal neighbourhood of X in X ˆ X
through the diagonal embedding. We will also denote by i the diagonal embedding X Ñ Xp2q and by
p and q the two projections Xp2q Ñ X . We have an exact sequence
i˚LX Ñ OXp2q Ñ i˚OX (2)
classified by a morphism α : i˚OX Ñ i˚LX r1s. The Atiyah class of a quasi-coherent sheaf E is usually
obtained from this extension class by considering the induced map – see for instance [KM]
E » p˚pi˚OX b q
˚Eq Ñ p˚pi˚LX r1s b q
˚Eq » LX r1s b E (3)
From the map α, we get a morphism i˚i˚OX Ñ LX r1s. Dualising we get
β : TX r´1s Ñ HomOX pi
˚i˚OX ,OXq » p˚i˚HomOX pi
˚i˚OX ,OXq » p˚HomO
Xp2q
pi˚OX , i˚OXq
The right hand side naturally acts on the functor i˚ » p˚p´bO
Xp2q
i˚OXq and hence on i
˚q˚ » id. This
action, together with the map β, associates to any perfect module E a morphism TX r´1s b E Ñ E.
It corresponds to a map E Ñ E b LX r1s which is equivalent to the Atiyah class in the sense of (3).
Proposition 2.4.7. Let X be a smooth algebraic variety and let E be a perfect complex on X. The
Atiyah class of E in the sense of definition 2.4.2 and the construction (3) are equivalent to one another.
Proof. We first observe that pXp2qq
f
is locally a trivial square zero extension: there exists a covering
a : SpecAÑ X such that u˚pXp2qq
f
» SpecpA‘ LX,aq with A a noetherian ring. As consequences
• The derived category LXqcohppX
p2qq
f
q is equivalent to QcohpXp2qq.
• The tangent Lie algebra LXppX
p2qq
f
q is locally equivalent to the free Lie algebra generated by
TX r´1s (see corollary 1.4.11 and lemma 1.4.12).
We moreover have a commutative diagram:
QcohpXq
RepX
,,
//
q˚
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
◆
LXqcoh
´
pX ˆXq
f
¯
u˚

// dgRepXpℓXq

QcohpXp2qq //
i˚
22dgRepX
´
LX
´
pXp2qq
f
¯¯
// QcohpXq
where i : X Ñ Xp2q is the inclusion and u is the natural morphism pXp2qq
f
Ñ pX ˆXq
f
.
From what precedes, the Atiyah class arises from an action on i˚, and we can thus focus on the
composite
QcohpXp2qq // dgRepX
´
LX
´
pXp2qq
f
¯¯
// QcohpXq
which can be studied locally. Let thus a : SpecAÑ X be as above. Let us denote by L the A-dg-Lie
algebra FreeApTX,ar´1sq » a
˚LXppX
p2qq
f
q. Pulling back on A the functors above, we get
dgModCA L
fAL // dgRepApLq
// dgModA
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where fAL is given by the action of L on UApL bA Arηsq through the natural inclusion. On the other
hand, the universal Atiyah class α defined above can be computed as follows
CA L //
»

HomApUApLbA Arηsq, Aq
»

A‘ LX,a //

A‘ pLX,a bA Arηsq » A
a˚pαq

0 // LX,ar1s
The universal Atiyah class is thus dual to the inclusion TX,ar´1s Ñ UApL bA Arηsq. It follows that
the action defined by the functor fAL is indeed given by the Atiyah class. We now conclude using
proposition 2.4.4.
2.5 Adjoint represention
In this subsection, we will focus on the following statement.
Proposition 2.5.1. Let X be a derived Artin stack. The ℓX-module RepXpTX r´1sq is equivalent to
the adjoint representation of ℓX .
The above proposition, coupled with proposition 2.4.4, implies that the bracket of ℓX is as ex-
pected given by the Atiyah class of the tangent complex. To prove it, we will need a few constructions.
Lemma 2.5.2. Let A P cdgaď0k and L P dgLieA. To any A-dg-Lie algebra L
1 with a morphism
α : L Ñ L1 we associate the underlying representation ψAL pL
1q of L – ie the A-dg-module L1 with the
action of L through the morphism α. The functor ψAL preserves quasi-isomorphisms. It induces a
functor between the localised p8, 1q-categories, which admits a left adjoint φAL :
φAL : dgRepApLq Õ
L{dgLieA : ψ
A
L
Proof. The functor ψAL preserves small limits and both its ends are presentable p8, 1q-categories.
Since both dgRepApLq and dgLieA are monadic over dgModA, the functor ψ
A
L is accessible for the
cardinal ω. The result follows from [HTT, 5.5.2.9]
Lemma 2.5.3. Let A be a cdga and L0 be a dg-Lie algebra over A. There is a natural transformation
L0{dgLieA
CA //
ψAL0 &&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆
KS
`
cdgaA{CA L0
˘op
dgRepApL0q
gAL0
pp´q_q
//
`
dgModCA L0
˘op CA L0‘p´qr´1s
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where gAL0 was defined in lemma 2.3.3 and where CA L0 ‘ p´qr´1s is a trivial square zero extension
functor.
Proof. Let α : L0 Ñ L be a morphism of A-dg-Lie algebras. The composite morphism
SymApL0r1sq b
A
Lr1s
α
Ñ SymApLr1sq b
A
Lr1s Ñ SymApLr1sq
induces a morphism
HomApSymApLr1sq, Aq Ñ HomApSympL0r1sq b Lr1s, Aq » HomApSymApL0r1sq, L
_r´1sq
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Using remark 2.3.4, this defines a map of graded modules δL : CA LÑ g
A
L0
pL_qr´1s. Let us prove that
it commutes with the differentials. Recall the notations Si and Tij from remark 1.4.2. We compute
on one hand
δpdξqpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnqpη.yn`1q “
ÿ
iďn`1
p´1qSi`1ξpη.y1 b . . .b η.dyi b . . .b η.yn`1q
`
ÿ
iăjďn`1
p´1qTijξpη.ryi, yjs b η.y1 b . . .byη.yi b . . .byη.yj b . . .b η.yn`1q
` dpξpη.y1 b . . .b η.yn`1qq
where yi denotes αxi, for any i ď n. On the other hand, we have
pdpδξqqpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnq “
ÿ
iďn
p´1qSi`1δξpη.x1 b . . .b η.dxi b . . .b η.xnq
`
ÿ
iăjďn
p´1qTijδξpη.rxi, xjs b η.x1 b . . .byη.xi b . . .b yη.xj b . . .b xnq
`
ÿ
iďn
p´1qp|xi|`1qSixi ‚ δξpη.x1 b . . .byη.xi b . . .b η.xnq
` dpδξpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnqq
where ‚ denotes the action of L0 on L
_. We thus have
pdpδξqqpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnqpη.yn`1q “
ÿ
iďn
p´1qSi`1ξpη.y1 b . . .b η.dyi b . . .b η.yn b η.yn`1q
`
ÿ
iăjďn
p´1qTijξpη.ryi, yjs b η.y1 b . . .byη.yi b . . .byη.yj b . . .b η.yn b η.yn`1q
`
ÿ
iďn
p´1qp|yi|`1qSi`p|yi|´1`Sn`1q|yi|ξpη.y1 b . . .byη.yi b . . . η.yn b η.ryn`1, yisq
` dpδξpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnqqpη.yn`1q
Now computing the difference δpdξqpη.x1b . . .b η.xnqpη.yn`1q´ pdpδξqqpη.x1b . . .b η.xnqpη.yn`1q we
get
p´1qSn`1`1ξpη.y1 b . . .b η.yn b η.dyn`1q
` dpξpη.y1 b . . .b η.yn`1qq ´ dpδξpη.x1 b . . .b η.xnqqpη.yn`1q “ 0
It follows that δL is indeed a morphism of complexes CA L Ñ g
A
L0
pL_qr´1s. It is moreover A-linear.
One checks with great enthusiasm that it is a derivation. This construction is moreover functorial in
L and we get the announced natural transformation.
Let us define the category
ş
˚{dgLie as follows
• An object is a triple pA,L, LÑ L1q where A P cdga
ď0
k and LÑ L1 P dgLieA.
• A morphism pA,L, LÑ L1q Ñ pB,L
1, L1 Ñ L11q is the data of
– A morphism AÑ B in cdgaď0k ,
– A commutative diagram
L1 //

LbA B

L11 L1 bA B
oo
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This category comes with a coCartesian projection to
ş
˚{dgLieÑ
ş
dgLieop. The forgetful functor
L{dgLieA Ñ dgRepApLq define a functor Ad such that the following triangle commutesş
˚{dgLie
Ad //
%%▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
ş
dgRep
yysss
ss
ss
ss
s
ş
dgLieop
Let us define the category
ş
pcdga{Cp´qq
op as follows
• An object is a triple pA,L,Bq where pA,Lq P
ş
dgLieop and B is a cdga over A with a map
B Ñ CA L ;
• A morphism pA,L,Bq Ñ pA1, L1, B1q is a commutative diagram
A

// B //

CA L

A1 // B1 // CA1 L
1
where CA LÑ CA1 L
1 is induced by a given morphism L1 Ñ LbLA A
1.
Let us remark here that C induces a functor χ :
ş
˚{dgLie Ñ
ş
pcdga{Cp´qq
op which commutes with
the projections to
ş
dgLieop. The construction dgRepApLq Ñ pcdgaA{CA Lq
op
V ÞÑ CA L‘ g
A
L pV
_qr1s
defines a functor
θ :
ż
dgRepÑ
ż ´
cdga{Cp´q
¯op
and lemma 2.5.3 gives a natural transformation θAd Ñ χ. Localising along quasi-isomorphisms, we
get a thetaedron ş
{˚dgLie
ş
dgRep
ş
pcdga{Cp´qq
op
ş
dgLieop
Ad
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖χ
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
θ
oo
✱✱
✱✱
✱
r
✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
✱✱
q
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡✡
✡
p
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
where the upper face is filled with the natural transformation θAd Ñ χ and the other faces are
commutative.
Lemma 2.5.4. The functor Ad admits a relative left adjoint φ over
ş
dgLieop. Moreover, the induced
natural transformation θ Ñ θAdφÑ χφ is an equivalence.
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of lemma 2.5.2 and [HAlg, 8.3.2.11]. To prove the second
one, we fix a pair pA,Lq P
ş
dgLieop and study the induced natural transformation
dgRepApLq
//
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
`
cdgaA{CA L
˘op
L{dgLieA
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
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The category dgRepApLq is generated under colimits of the free representations UA L b N , where
N P dgModA. Both the upper and the lower functors map colimits to limits. Since φ
A
LpUA LbNq »
L > FreeApNq, we can restrict to proving that the induced morphism
CA L‘N
_r´1s Ñ CA L‘ g
A
L ppUA LbNq
_
r´1sq
is an equivalence. We have the following morphism between exact sequences
N_r´1s //
β

CA L‘N
_r´1s

// CA L
“

gAL ppUA LbNq
_r´1sq // CA L‘ g
A
L ppUA LbNq
_r´1sq // CA L
Since the functors p´q_ and gAL ppUA Lb´q
_r´1sq from dgModA to dgMod
op
A are both left adjoint
to the same functor, the morphism β is an equivalence.
Let us now consider the functorş
dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q
//
ş
dgModCp´q
f //
ş
dgRep
Remark 2.5.5. Duality and proposition 2.3.6 make the composite functorş
dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q
f // şdgRep θ // şpcdga{Cp´qqop
equivalent to the functor pA,L,Mq ÞÑ CA L
À
M_r´1s.
Remark 2.5.6. The composite functorż
dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q ˆş
dgLieop
ż
pdgLief,ft,ě1qop Ñ
ż
dgRep ˆş
dgLieop
ż
pdgLief,ft,ě1qop
Ñ
ż
˚{dgLie ˆş
dgLieop
ż
pdgLief,ft,ě1qop
has values in the full subcategory of good dg-Lie algebras
ş
˚{dgLiegood. Using lemma 1.4.10, we see
that the functorż
dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q ˆş
dgLieop
ż
pdgLief,ft,ě1qop Ñ
ż
pcdga{Cp´qq
op ˆş
dgLieop
ż
pdgLief,ft,ě1qop
preserves coCartesian morphisms. We finally get a natural transformation
ş
pdgLief,ft,ě1qop
dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q
**
pcdga{Cp´qq
op
44
CatV8
There is also a Yoneda natural transformation pcdga{Cp´qq
op Ñ SpecpCp´qq{dStf and we get
ξ : dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q Ñ
SpecpCp´qq{dStf
Let us recall remark 2.1.2. It defines a natural transformation
ζ : dgMod
f,ft,ě1
Cp´q ˆ∆
1 Ñ SpecpCp´qq{dStf
such that ζp´, 0q » Fφf and ζp´, 1q » ξ » hθf .
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We are at last ready to prove proposition 2.5.1.
Proof (of proposition 2.5.1). Extending the preceding construction by sifted colimits, we get a nat-
ural transformation β : LqcohpFp´qq ˆ∆
1 Ñ Fp´q{dStf of functors
ş
dgLie
op Ñ CatV8. Let now X
denote an Artin derived stack locally of finite presentation. We get a functor
βX : L
X
qcohpFXℓXq ˆ∆
1 Ñ FXpℓXq{dStfX
On the one hand, the functor βXp´, 0q admits a right adjoint, namely the functor
FXpℓXq{dStfX
LX // ℓX{dgLieX
AdX // dgRepXpℓXq
gX // LXqcohpFℓXq
On the other hand, using remark 2.5.5 and remark 2.2.6, we have an equivalence of functors
MappβXp´, 1q, pX ˆXq
f
q » lim
u : SpecAÑX
lim
LÑu˚ℓX
LPdgLief,ft,ě1
A
MapSpecCA L{´pSpecpCAL‘ u
˚p´q
_
r´1sq, Xq
» lim
u : SpecAÑX
lim
LÑu˚ℓX
LPdgLief,ft,ě1
A
MapdgModCA L
p´, ν˚LTX r´1sq
where νL is the map SpecpCA Lq » FApLq Ñ X induced by LÑ u
˚ℓX » LAppSpecAˆXq
f
q. We get
MappβXp´, 1q, pX ˆXq
f
q » Mapp´, νXTX r´1sq where νX is the functor
νX : QcohpXq Ñ L
X
qcohppX ˆXq
f
q
defined in the proof of theorem 2.3.1. The natural transformation βX : βXp´, 0q Ñ βXp´, 1q therefore
induces a morphism
νXpTX r´1sq Ñ gXAdXLXppX ˆXq
f
q » gXAdXpℓXq
and hence, by adjunction, a morphism RepXpTX r´1sq “ fXνXpTX r´1sq Ñ AdXpℓXq. It now suffices
to test on the underlying quasi-coherent sheaves on X , that it is an equivalence. Both the left and
right hand sides are equivalent to TX r´1s.
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